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••• probably the greatest practical importance of 
econometrics lies in the contribut·ions it can make to 
the formation of government economic policy. A sound 
economic policy depends more upon careful quantitative 
predictions than it does upon qualitative theoretical 
developments. l 
Problem 
Barring the advent of apocalypse or perdition, continued 
economic growth promises to increase the growing complexities 
of state economic policy formation in the United States of the 
1970's. 
State governments throughout the country are preparing 
to meet the future's economic challenges by investing heavily 
in the financing of various kinds of positive economic analyses. 
The general purpose of these analyses. is to delineate the macro­
economic constructs of a state economy in drder to help define the 
feasible economic policy options open to the state administration. 
Since World War II, the construction of i�put-output econometric 
models has been the most- popular method of subnational macroeconomic 
analysis. ·An input�output econometric model may be defined as, 
1Michael J. Brennan, Preface� Econometrics (second edition; 
Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1965), p. 416. 
" ••• a general theory of production,"2 which delineates the economic 
interdependence .. of an economy's industries by showing, " ••• the final 
demand for goods and services and the interindustry transactions 
required to satisfy that demand."3 Operationally, th� framework 
of an input-output econometric model, " ••• is essentially a system 
of double-entry bookkee�ing."4 
Unfortunately, an input�output econometric model has one 
formidable and, in many cases, prohibitive disadvantage. Its 
implicit prerequisite of highly accurate and complete data of 
(1) the value of industry inputs and the sources of those inputs for 
each industry, and (2) the value 6f industry sales and the desti­
nation of those sales from each industry, virtually requires data 
coll�ction by personal interview.5 This time-consuming and expensive 
process appears to be the key reason that many st�tes have not 
undertaken the construction of statewide input-output econometric 
models or. have settled for multi-county models. 
2 
With the construction of statewide input-output econometric models 
beyond the reach of many state governments, there remains a growing 
need for an alternative methodology by wh�ch a practical macroeconomic 
analysis can be made of an entire state economy. 
2william H. Miernyk, The Elements of Input-Output Analysis 
(New York: Random House, 1965), p. 147.-
3 Ibid. , ·p. 30. 
4rbid., p. 14. 
_Sibid., p. 75. 
Purpose 
.The purpose of this study is to adapt and develop a methodol_ogy 
of practical statewide macroeco.nomic analysis that is an alternative 
to the construction of a statewide inpµt-output econometric model. 
Obj.ectives 
The three objectives of this-study are: 
(1) to· present an annual stochastic econometric model of the 
South Dakota economy which is an adaptation of Daniel B. Suits' 1962 
annual stochastic econometric model of the United States economy; 6 
(2) to demonstrate· the model's use as an effective instrument 
by which state economic performance can·be forecast; 
(3) to begin exploration of the model 's implications for the· 
economic impact which selected exogenous economic policies may have 
on the state economy. 
Review of Literature 
Many stochastic econometric models exist for examining national 
economies, but research in the area of stochastic econometric models 
for examining ·a state economy is still in its infancy. 
It is hypothesized that a constructive addition to this area of 
research may be made.by adapting a stochastic national econometric 
model to the South Dakota economy. 
6A stochastic econometric model is ·defined in this study as a 
syst_em of statistically analyzed mathematical equations in which some 
or all of the equations contain a random disturbance term. See 
"Definitions" for ·a m�re detailed definition. 
3 
Because this study initiates research in a largely unexplored 
field of economic analysis, ·the purpose of this "Review of Literature" 
is to describe the source of the adapted national model and to list 
other sources which form the theoretical and procedural foundation 
of this study's analysis. 
The most promising·model available for adaptation, due to its 
relatively small size and simplicity, is a national model constructed 
by Daniel B. Suits, Professor of Economics at the University of 
Michigan. This study of the South Dakota economy relies heavily on 
Suits' stochastic econometric model of the United States economy, 
presented in the March, 1962, American Economic Review article, 
"Forecasting and Analysis with an Econometric Model."7 
4 
Three of Suits' other publications provide valuable theoretical 
and procedural instruction in this attempt to interpret his model and 
translate it for the South Dakota economy: Statistics: An Introduction 
� Quantitative Economic Research,8 The Theory and Application� 
Econometric Hodels,9 and An Econometric Hodel of the Greek Economy.lO 
Finally, two major college textbooks provide additional guidance 
for the student of econometrics: Preface to Econometrics by Michael 
7naniel B. Su�ts, "Forecasting and Analysis with an Econometric 
Model," American Economic Review, 52:104-132, March, 1962. 
Bsuits, Statistics: An Introduction to Ouantitative Economic 
Research (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company,1963). 
9suits, The Theorv and Application of Econometric Models 
(Athens: C. Serbinis Press, 1963). 
10su its, Ari Econometric Model £!_ the Gr.eek Economy (Athens: 
E. Sotiropoulos & Company, 1964). 
J. Brennan, Professor of Economics at Brown University,11 and 
Econometric Methods by· J. Johnston, Professor of Econometrics at 
the University of Manchester, England.12 
Definitions 
Economic Theory: _ "Economic theory consists of the study of 
various groups or sets of relations [among a system of observable 
and essentially measurable variables such as prices, costs, outputs, 
incomes, savings, and employment] 13 which are supposed to describe 
the functioning of a part or the whole of an economic system."14 
Econometrics: "Econometrics is the·application of modern 
statistical methods to economic theory that has been formulated in 
mathematical terms."15 
5 
Econometric Hodel: "In econometrics a theory is called a model • •• 
[and] • •• one views economic life as explainable by a set of simultaneous 
mathematical equations. These equations express the relationships 




12J. Johnston, Econometric Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1963). 
13suits, "Forecasting and Analysis with an Econometric Model," 
American. Economic Review, March, 1962, p. 105. 
l4Johnston, .££.• cit., p. 3. 
15Brennan, �· cit., p. iii. 
16rbid., p. 9, 10. 
econometric model, then, is a complete system of statistically 
analyzed mathematical equations in which each equation, " ••• involves 
at least one variable which also appears in at least one other 
relationship which is part of the model. 1117 
Stochastic Econometric Model: A stochastic econometric model 
completely avoids the strict requirements of double-entry bookkeeping 
and therefore differs from an input-output econometric model because 
dif ferent mathematical and statistical procedures are employed· in 
constructing the model. 
In a stochastic econometric model some or all of the equations 
are assumed·to contain a random disturbance or stochastic term, �, 
6 
" ••• because it is unreasonable to presume that any relations in 
equation systems other than def initions should be satisfied exactly."18 
J. ·Johnston states in Econometric Methods that, "There are three 
possible, though not mutually exclusive, ways .of rationalizing the 
insertion of the u term ••• ": 
(1) In explaining human behavior, no matter how meticulous may 
be the attempt to obtain an exhaustive list of all determining factors, 
the actual list of those factors extends ad inf initum. 
17Gardner Ackley, Macroeconomic Theory (New York: The MacMillan 
Company, i961), p. 12. 
18Richard Ruggles, "Methodological Developments, " Bernard F. 
Haley (ed), � Survey £i Conternpor_ary Economics (Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1952), 2:441. 
.. 
This case then a�ounts to saying that Y = f(X1, Xz,•·•, Xn) 
where n is an impracticably large number, so that we choose 
instead to.represent Y as an explicit•function of just a small 
number of what are thought to be the more important X's and 
let the net effect of the excluded variables be represented 
by u. In the limiting·case of a·single, explicit variable we 
have Y = f(X1, u). 
(2) "A second justification for the presence of a disturbance 
term in economic relations--is to assume that, over and above the total 
effect of all relevant factors, there is a basic and unpredictable 
element of randomness in human responses which can be adequately 
characterized only by the inclusion of a random variable term." 
(3) ''A third source of error lies in errors of observation or 
measurement."19 
In. summarizing historically the difference between models in 
which all equations contain a disturbance term and models in which 
no �quations contain a disturbance term, Richard Ruggles states that, 
Prior to the introduction of the pr_obability approach 
to model building, exact [or, technically defined, ' determin-
istic']20 equation systems without a random variable were 
used, and statisticians could legitimately claim that 
economists did not present their models in such a form that 
they represented well-specified statistical hypotheses. 
Models which have been made more realistic, in a statistical 
sense, by the introduction of a random disturbance into each 
of the structur-al equati9ns (except the definitional equations) 
are termed 'sto.chastic models. •21 
l9Johnston, ££· cit., p. 5, 6. 
20wilbur R. Maki, Richard E. Sutter, and Jerald R. Barnard, 
Simulation � Regional Product and Income With Emphasis on Iowa, 
1954-1974 (Research Bulletin 548; Ames, Iowa: Agricultural and 
Home Economics Experiment Station, Iowa St�te University, September, 
1966), p. 805. 
21Ruggles, �- cit. , p. 441-442. 
7 
Ruggles defines a stochastic_ model as _a model in which, " • • •  each 
of the structura� equations (except the definitional equations)" 
contains a stochastic term. For simplicity of exposition, this study 
of the South Dakota economy defines a stochastic model as a model 
in which any, but not necessarily all, of the structural equations 
contains a stochastic term. In contrast, a deterministic econometric 
model, of which an input-output econometric model is the most widely 
known example, continues to be defined as a model in which none of 
the structural equations contains a stochastic term. 
Methodology of the Model 
This study's stochastic econometric model of the South Dakota 
economy consists of two types of theoretical equations: (1) defi-
nitional equations, and (2) structural equations that contain random 
disturbance terms and that are in the form of either simple or 
multiple linear regression equations. 
Each equation in the model delineates one aspect of the re­
lations of the state's various nonindustrial sectors of macroeconomic 
activity to each other and to other economic and noneconomic factors. 
Since the South Dakota model is stochastic, and not deterministic, 
the task of describing the state's economic activity consists of a 
process of selective aggregation. For example, all employees of � 
private South Dakota businesses are combined under a single title of 
"wage and salary workers, private sectol;"," and many similar products 
are combined under a single item of expenditure such as "durable 
goods. " At a more advanced level of aggregation, infinitely complex 
8 
mathematical relations are simplified or reduced inductively, by the 
use of statistical inference, to the form of linear approximations 
·of the relations between two or more data aggregates similar to those 
exemplified above. 
Within the context of the above aggregation processes, a 
stochastic econometric model is constructed in three steps: 
.9 
(1) empirical data are estimated, often by statistical inference, 
to represent the values of the data aggregates; 
(2) statistical techniques, such as ·regression analysis, are 
employed-to obtain numerical estimates of the coefficients of the 
individual linear equations; 
(3) the entire system of theoretical.equations is solved by 
matrix inversion and transposition to provide estimates of policy 
multipliers which are used, first, to forecast state economic per­
formance, and, second, to estimate the complex economic responses 
which may be calied forth in the economy by specific simulated 
exogenous economic policies. 
Schematic Example 
Presented below is a simple illustrative example of the 
systematic structure of the stochastic econometric model of the 
South Dakota economy. Although the analyses made with this 
schematic example are completely unrelated to any known economy, 
an understanding of the example's arbitrary s�ructure greatly 
facilitates undersJanding of the structure of the actual South 
Dakota model. 
Of the four equations in the exemplary model, equations (1), 
(2), and (3), are structural equations without a stochastic term, 
and equation (4) is a definitional equation. For simplicity, no 
structural equations with a stochastic term are included in the 
schematic example. 
The contents of the schematic example, for the most part, 
consist of direct quotation of the schematic example presented by 
Suits as an aid in understanding his 1962 stochastic econometric 
model of the United States economy. 
All alterations made in Suits' original text have been clearly 
marked with brackets and usually indicate a shift in reference from 
Suits' United States model to the South Dakota model which is 
presented in chapter three. 
A. A Simple Illustrative Example 
To illustrate the principles of application, let us 
suppose that the statistical procedure gave rise to the 





C • 20 + . 7(Y - T) 
I =  2 + . lY_l 
T • . 2Y 
Y• C+ I+G 
10 
According to equation (1), consumption (�) . depends on current 
disposable income (Y - T). In equation (2) , investment (I) 
depends on income lagged one period. The third equation 
relates taxei (T) to income, while the last defines income (Y) 
as the sum of consumption, investment and government 
expenditure G. 
While this model is small, it illustrates most of the 
properties of the larger mo.de! [of the South Dakota economy]. 
The single consumption function in equation (1) corresponds 
to the set of four equations (01), (02) , (03) , and {04) that 
describe the behavior of the consumer sector in ••• [the South 
Dakota model]. The investment behavior represented in (2) 
corresponds to-equations (05) ., through {10) . The single tax 
equation (3) corresponds to a combination of the eleven tax 
and transfer equations, while the relationship of production 
to income embodied in equation (4) is indicated in much greater 
detail by equations (11) through (20) . 
This econometric model approximates the economy by a 
system of equations in which the unknowns are those variables-­
income; consumption, investment, and tax yield--whose behavior 
is to be analyzed. The "knowns" are government expenditure 
and lagged income. - When projected values for the "knowns" are 
inserted in the equations, the system can be s olved to forecast 
the values of the unknowns. 
Quotation marks are used advisedly on the word "knowns. " 
For, while some economic variables move so slowly along secular 
trends that their future values can be projected with con­
siderable accuracy, others--for example new government 
expenditures-�are unknown in advance of their occurrence, even 
in principle. Moreover, even the values of lagged variables 
are unknown at the time of the forecast, since a useful fore­
cast must be made some months before the end of the preceding 
year. 
At any rate, suppose we expect next year's government 
expenditure to be ·20; and the preliminary estimate of this 
year's .income is, say, 100. S�bstituting G = 20 and Y_l = 100 
into the equations above and solving gives C • 86.2, I =  12, 
T = 23. 7, Y = 118. 2. 
,1 
B. Introducing Outside Information 
It may appear fro� the foregoing that this kind of fore­
casting is a blind, automatic procedure; but while an 
11 
econometric model looks like a rigid analytical tool, it is 
actually a highly flexible device, readily modifiable to bring 
.to bear additional information and judgment. For example, the 
investment equation in our little model is surely an unreliable 
predictor of capital formation. If no other information were 
available the equation would have to serve the purpose. But 
suppose we have available a survey _of investment intentions 
re·ported by business. An estimate derived from such a survey 
is clearly su�erior to any that equation (2) could produce. 
To introduce the information into the forecast t�e simply remove 
equation (2) from the model and, in the remaining equations, 
set I equal to the survey value. Forecasts made from the 
[University o{ Michigan] Research Seminar [United States] model 
have frequenrly involved use of a figure for gross_investment 
in plant and equipment derived from the McGraw-Hill Survey of 
Investment Intentions rather than from equation (05) of the 
model. 
12 
Information can also be used to modify individual relation­
ships short of replacing them entirely. For example a pro­
spective improvement in consumer credit terms--a variable that 
does not appear in our schematic model--would be expected to 
stimulate consumption expenditure. It is often possible to set 
an upper limit to this stimulating effect, and by increasing 
the ·constant term in the consumption function by this amount, 
to set an upper limit to the forecast economic outlook. 
Using the flexibility to full advantage pe-rmits the fore­
caster to explore any desired number of alternative sets of 
projections and modifications, and to bring to bear all infor� 
mation and judgment he possesses. The econometric model is not, 
therefore, a substitute for judgment, but rather serves to 
focus attention on the factors about which judgment must . be 
exercised, and to impose an oojective discipline whereby judg­
ment about these factors is translated into an economic outlook 
. that is consistent both internally, and with the past observed 
behavior of the economic system. 
C. The Inverse Matrix 
t In principle, the exploration of a range of alternative 
projections and other modifications of the model consists of 
inserting each set of alternatives in turn as 11knowns" in the 
equations and solving for the resulting forecast. The process 
is greatly expedited by further simplifying the model and by 
the use of the inverse matrix. Simplification of the model is 
made possible by the fact that one of �he unknowns, I; depends 
only on knowns. I helps to determine the current values of 
C, T, and Y, but the latter do not, in turn, feed back into 
the determinat ion of the current value . of I.  As a result,. 
once the knowns are given, I can be directly calculated from 
(2 )  without .reference to any other part of the model , and 
hence, as far as the remaining equat ions are concerned, I can 
be treated as a known in the sense used above. (Indeed it is 
this fact that enables us to replace equation ·(2) with survey 
values for I . ) 
The process of solving the system of equations can then 
13 
be divided into two_ parts. First: using the values of the 
knowns, calculate the value of I. Second: substitute the knowns 
(now including I) into the remaining equations, and solve for the 
other unknowns. 
The inverse matrix facilitates the second step. For those 
unfamiliar with mat•rix man ipulations the following will help 
clarify the nature and use of this table. S ince I is now con­
sidered as known, the model is reduced to the system of three 
equations (1) , (3) and (4) above. By transferring all unknowns 
to the left side, and representing the right sides by P1, P3, 
and P4 , these equations can be expressed as: 
( 1 )  
(3 )  
(4 )  
C - 0. 7Y + 0.7T = 20 = Pl 
-.2Y + l. OT = 0 = P3 
-C + Y • I + G = P4 
Now using any convenient method to solve this system for C, Y, 
and T in terms of Pi, P3, and P 4 will yie'id: 
C • 2. 2 73P1 - l.591P3 + l. 273P4 
T • . 4 55P1 + . 682P3 · + .4 55P4 
Y • 2.273P1 - l. 59 1P3 + 2.273P4 
That is, the value of each unknown is obtained . as a specif ied 
weighted total of Pi, P3, and P4. Where a _large number of 
equations is used, and a lot of calculating is to be done, it is 
convenient to display the weights used for each unknown as a 
col½,mn of numbers in a table, with the detail of the P's shown 
in a separate column at the right: 
Equation No. C T y p 
(1) 2. 273 .45 5  2.273 20 
(3 ) . . -1.591  . 682 -1.59 1 0 
(4 ) 1. 273 .455  2. 273 I + G 
� 5 8 7 5 1  'SOUTH D ", :\OT/\ ST.'\Tf: I ' , ' " 'F D <"' lTY [f1f.q�'( 
3 5 1 3 0 7  
14 
To make a forecast we first substitute Y-1 into equation 
(2 ) and solve for I. Then I and G are substituted in the P 
colulilll of tQe table and the values of P1, P3, and P4 calculated • . 
These values, weighted by the numbers shown in the C column 
of the inverse and summed, give the forecast value of con­
sumption ; use of the weights in column Y g ives the forecast for 
income, etc. For example if we set Y-1 = 100 and G = 20 , we 
first find from (2) r · = 12. Substituting these values in column 
P of the table gives the forecast values: C = 8 6.2, T = 23. 7, 
Y • 118 . 2 .  
D. Short-Run Policy Multipliers 
It is an obvious step from economic forecasting to short-run 
policy analysis. To investigate any specified set of prospective 
government actions, we insert them in the proper place in column 
P and solve for the forecast implied by these assumptions. The 
analysis is expedited if we first calculate short-run multipliers 
for the individual components of government action. These can 
then be applied in any desired policy mixture. 
Short-run multipliers for any - policy variable are readily 
calculated by inserting +l for the variable everywhere it appears 
in column P, and then (ignoring all terms . that do not contain 
the variable in question) extending a forecast using the columns 
of the inverse. For example, to calculate the government expendi­
ture multiplier, set G = 1 in row (4 )  of column P. This makes 
P4 = 1. To find the effect of thi� value of G on, say , income, 
multiply this value of P4 by . the weight in row (4) of the Y 
column to get Y = 1 x 2. 273 = 2. 273. That is, the income multi­
plier on government ex.penditure is 2.273. Likewise, T = 1 x . 455 
= .455. That is, the tax-yield multiplier on government expendi­
ture is . 455. In other words , for every dollar of additional 
government expenditure, tax receipts rise by nearly 4 6  c�nts� 
A corollary is that--according to our schematic model--an 
increase in government expenditure of 1 with no change in tax 
legislation wil� generate an increase in deficit of only : 
G - T a  1 - . 4 6  = .54 
e 
In addition to changing the value of exogenous variables 
like government expenditure, government policy can produce 
changes in the equations themselves . An extensive change--e . g. 
a substantial alteration in tax rates--can only be studied by 
replacing the old tax equation by a new one, but less extensive 
changes can be studied as shifts in the · levels of existing 
equations, the coefficients being unaltered. 
15 
Multipliers for such shifts are e�sily determined by pla_cing 
+1 in . the row of column P t hat corresponds to the equation being 
shifted. The extensions are then made as before. For example, 
to calculate" the multipliers on a +l shift in the level of the 
tax equation, we put +l in the row marked (3) of column P, since 
the tax equation is . (3). The multiplier ef feet of this shift 
is then calculated by multiplying this l by the weight in the 
corresponding row of the appropriate column, as shown above. 
For example for inco�e: 
Y - � 1 X (-1 . 591) = -1 . 591 
For consumption: 
C a  1 x (-1 . 591) = -1 . 59 1  
In other words, the multipliers associated with the shift o f  any 
equation are merely the weights in the row of the inverse cor­
responding to that equation. 
Note that according to our simplified model, the tax-yield 
multiplier is . 682. That i� , an upward shift of $1 billion in 
the tax schedule actually increases yield by only $682 million. 
The dif ference is due to the · declin_e in income arising from the 
shift in the tax schedule. 
The. small size of our illustrative model limits the policy 
variables to government expenditure and the level of taxes. 
In the more extensive model below, policy _ is given considerably 
more scope ; a number of individual tax and transfer e quations can 
be shifted, and a number of different kinds of expenditure 
altered. The number of possible combinations of action is cor­
respondingly very large ; but one important advantage to a linear 
system lies in the fact that once muitipliers for the individual 
components have been calculated, the economic implications of a 
complete policy ' package ' can be estimated by summing the effects 
of the individual components. 
For example-, an increase· of $1 :J,n gov�rnment expenditure 
coupled with an upward shift of $ 1  in the tax schedule would 
generate a change in income given by the sum of the two in­
divi9ual multipliers: 
Y a  2 . 273 - 1 . 591 = .682 
This is what might be called an 'ex-ante-balanced ' government 
expend"i ture multiplier. That is, the change in the law is such 
as to increase tax yield at the exist ing level of income by 
enough to balance the planned expenditure, but the budget will 
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not necessarily be balanced ex post. The t�x and expenditure 
program will alter income, and hence will change tax yields. 
Analysis of the complete fiscal impact of the operation requires 
the examination of  all revenue and outlay items combined. Adding 
together the two tax-yield multipliers we find that the addi­
tional expenditure of $ 1  is offset by ·a tax y iel_d of : 
. 682 + .455 = 1. 137 
That i s , the ex-ante-ba�anced expenditure of $ 1  billion would, 
in our example, be accompanied by an increase o f  $1. 13 7 billion 
in tax yield and give rise to an ex-post surplus of $ 13 7  million. 
Although the discussion has been focused on a highly 
simplified example, the principles developed apply equally t·o 
any linear econometric model. The presentation of the actual ••• 
[South Dakota] ••• model • • . will follow the same pattern as the 
[ above ] illustration ••.• 22 
22 suits , "Forecasting and Analysis with an Econometric Model, " 
American Economic Review, March, 1962, pp. 10 5 - 111.  
CHAPTER II 
DATA COLLECTION 
The quality of data used in constructing a stochastic econometric 
model is one of the most crucial indicators of the expected _ qual ity 
of the model's results. 
The construction of this model of the South Dakota economy 
required that there be compiled or estimated, for the first time in 
one place, state macroeconomic data which previously have been 
available only from greatly scattered sources or not at all. 
For the above reasons, this chapter presents, f irst, a short 
discussion of the general methodology of data collection pertinent 
to all economic variables in the model, and, second, a detailed 
explanation of data col lection methodology and sources for each 
economic variable in the model. 
General Methodology 
Annual data from 1953 were assembled for f ifty-four major macro­
economic variables relevant to the performance of the South Dakota 
economy. 
All data used in the model are assumed to represent values for 
the calendar yec1cr. Although some data actually represent f iscal year 
analyses, it is assumed that unaltered· f iscal year data compose the 
most accurate estimation available for calendar year data. 
Data which were not available in constant dollars ( 1958 = 100. 0 )  
were deflated _ by means of the Commerce Department's impl icit price 
deflator for total gross national product (data taken from Economic 
Report of the President). 23 
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First differences were calculated for all variables expressed in 
constant dollars. In keeping with Suits' terminology, first dif f.er-­
ences will be indicated throughout the study by prefixing the Greek 
letter delta, �, to the symbol of the variable. Thus, the first 
dif ference for variable Y for the year 19 63 is defined symbolically 
as �Yl 9 63 = Yl963 - Yl9 6 2 ."  
First differences were calculated for all of the variables 
because five ma·jor advantages accrue from their use. The use of 
first differences, ( 1) reduces the downward bias in calculated 
standard errors that results from the autocorrelation of residuals 
from time series re gression ; (2) allows the use of lagged undiffer­
enced values of certain variables to serve as proxy variables for 
the first differences in stocks , since data on many stocks are not 
available ; 2 4  (3) focuses emphasis on the changes in the status quo 
23council _of Economi c  Advisers, Tab l e  B-3.  --Impl icit Pr ice 
Deflators for Gross National Product, 1 9 2 9-68 , App endix B :  
Statistical Tables Relating to Income, Employment, and Production� 
"The Annual Report of th e Council of Economic Ad visers" in Report 
of the President (Washington,. D .  C. : United States Government 
Printing Office, 1969), p .  230.  · 
24 1 1The change in the stock of a commodity is equal to additions, 
in th e form of new purchases, less the withdrawals in the form [ of ]  
scrappage. Now, in any kind of durable good , the annual amount of 
scrappage is l ikely to be stab le ; th ere are no w ide fluctuat ions in 
the rate at which, say , radios, k itch en stoves or automobiles wear out. 
The big variation in the stock arises from acquisitions. Thus last 
year' s purchases can be used as a proxy variable for the increase 
in stock. " Suits, The Theory and - Application £f_ Econometric Models, 
pp. 40-4 1 .  
that may result £ r:om changes in other facto-rs ; (4) minimizes trends· 
caused by changes in ex'bgenous variables such as population, tastes, 
technology, and habits , " ••• without explic itly introduc ing them into 
the analysis. The net effect of change in these factors is repre­
sented in the constant term of the equation. "; (5) minimizes compli­
cations encountered in data revision since, "Revisions usually alter 
the level at which· variaoles are measured, rather than their year­
to-year variation. 1 1 25 
The year 1955 was selected as the initial year for operation 
of the model because it was desired that the model analyze the 
economic structure of the South Dakota economy from the post Korean 
War period to the present. Most of the 1955 variables employed in 
constructing the model are expressed as variables in f irst· dif­
ferences (liY1955 = Yl9 55 - Yl9 54) or as variables lagged one year 
(Y19 55-1 = Yl9 54) . These variables represent the first year of 
general economic recovery after (1) the Korean War, which ended on 
July 27, 1953, and (2) the 19 53 - 1954  recession that followed the 
war. 
The selection of 19 53 as the initial year of collected data 
1 9  
was technically required by the above selection o f  19 5 5  as the initial 
year for operation of the model. Specifically, the reason for the 
collection of data as far back as 1953 rests on the fact that eight 
25suits, "Forecasting and Analysis with an Econometric Model, " 
American Economic Review, Harch, 19 62,  p. 112. 
of the fifty-four variables employed in constructing the model are 
expressed as lagged first differences. For example, the lagged first 
difference of variable Y for 1955 equals Y's 1954 value less Y's 1953 
value. Symbolically, �Y195 5_1 a Yl954 - Yl953. Hence, 1953 data are 
prerequisite for making 195 5 the initial year for operation of the 
model. 
Specific Methodology of Four Data Groups 
Each of the fifty-four major macroecono�ic variables has been 
classified under one of four Data Groups by the nature of the source 
of it� data. 
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Data Group I :  This is the largest group and contains twenty-two 
of the fifty-four variables. 
In the initial stages of data collection it was unknown exactly 
what data were in existence by states and what existing· statewide data 
were collected by each national governmental department or agency. 
In initiating the data search essential for filling the above 
information gap, Senator George McGovern most generously assisted the 
implementation of a co.mprehensive canvass of all relevant national 
. -
governmental departments and _agencies for whatever statewide data were 
currently available. 
The extent< to which the above data search was successful is 
summarized by the fact that all data for all twenty-two variables in 
Data Group I were received directly from national governmental depart­
ments and agencies by way of Senator McGovern's office. · 
Data Group I (continu�d) 
The individual variables of Data Group I are defined below. 
E • number of employees of private South Dakota bus inesses, in­
cluding both farm and nonfarm employees. The values of this variable 
have been calculated f rom data received from the national departments 
of Defense and Labor. The equation used in defining E states that 
E • LF - Eo - Eg - U. All four components of the definition of E are 
def ined in Dat� Group I. 
Eg � federal, state , and local government · employees in South 
Dakota, including armed forces. The equation used in def ining Eg 
states that Eg = federal, state, and local government employment 
(data received from Labor Department)+ military personn�l stationed 
in South Dakota (data received from Defense Department) . 
Eo = nonagricultural self-employed unpaid family workers in 
South Dakota, excluding child labor and housewives (data received 
from Labor Department) . 
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L F  � total civilian and armed forces labor force i n  South Dakota . 
The equation u sed in defining LF states that LF = total employees of 
South Dakota civilian labor force (data received from Labor Depart­
ment) + military personnel stationed in South Dakota (data received 
from Defense Department). 
M = federal military purchases of durable goods from private 
South Dakota businesses . According to the Defense Department, durable 
goods procurement for South Dakota consists mostly of missiles and 
space systems, non-combat vehicles , and electronics and communications 
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Data Group I (continued) 
equipment, all of which �re used or installed in South Dakota, but are 
purchased almost entirely out of state. For this reason the values of 
M are assumed to be negligible for the state of South Dakota. 
P* • corporate profits of South Dakota corporations before tax 
(data re·ceived from Internal Revenue Serv-ice) . 
Pf = farm income of South Dakota households (data received from 
Commerce Department) . 
Sie = personal contributions for social insurance in South 
Dakota (data received from Commerce Department) . 
Ted = customs duties collected in South Dakota. According to 
the Internal Revenue Service, "Customs duties collected are shown by 
Bureau of Customs Regions and Districts which do not generally conform 
to individual State boundaries. " Because no adequate methods could be 
developed at this time for estimating South Dakota 's proportion of 
its customs region 's total customs duties collected, the values of 
Ted are assumed tti be negligible for the state of South Dakota. 
Tfc = federal corporate income tax collected in South Dakota 
(data received from Internal Revenue Service) . 
Tfe = federal excise tax· collected in South Dakota (data re­
ceived from Internal Revenue· Service) . 
Tfy • federal personal income tax collected in South Dakota 
(data received from Internal Revenue Service) . 
T*fy = federal personal income tax liability in South Dakota 
(data received, from Internal Revenue Service) . 
Data Group I (continued) 
U = unemployed wor�ers in South Dakota (data received from 
Labor Department). 
Uc • unemployed workers in South Dakota eligible for unemploy­
ment compensation (data received from Labor Department) . 
w = average annual earnings of a full-time employee in private 
South Dakota businesses. The values of this variable have been 
calculated from data received from the national departments of 
Commerce, Defense, and Labor. The equation used in defining w states 
that w = W/E. Both components of the definition of w are defined in 
Data Group I. 
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W = wages paid by all South Dakota private husinesses to house­
holds plus other labor income. The equation used in defining W states 
that W = total wage disbursements in South Dakota - Wg + other labor 
income. Wg is defined in Data Group I, and the values- of the other 
two components of W were received from the Commerce Department. 
As part of the definition of W, special reference must be made 
to the procedures used to calculate first differences for the fifty­
four variables of the model . 
For all variables not otherw ise defined, the values of the 
first differences of the variables may be calculated directly from 
the annual values of the variables as they are defined. 
For certain variables, of wh ich W is one, spec ial definitions 
have been constructed in the process of constructing the model. 
Data Group I (continued) 
W (continued) 
6W may not be calculated directly from the annual values of W 
because the theoretical definition of 6W states that 6W = 6 (wE). 
This nonlinear equation is unacceptable because it is incons istent 
with the processes of a model composed of otherwise linear equations . 
Equation (15) of the model replaces the unacceptable equation, 
bW = 6 (wE) , with a linear approximation which states, for the purpose 
Wg = wages received by South t
i
akota households from federal, 
state, and local, governments and armed forces (data received from 
Commerce Department). 
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Xf = federal transfer payments received by South Dakota house­
holds. The equation used in defining Xf states that X f  = total 
transfer payments received .by South Dakota households - Xcr - Xs - Xu. 
Xc;r , Xs, and Xu are defined in Data Group I, and the values of total 
trans fer payments received by South Dakota households were received 
from the Commerce Department. 
�I = GI insurance dividends received by South Dakota households . 
More spec ifically, XGI  represents a dividend, refunding overpayment 
of life insurance premiums ; paid to ex-members of the United States 
armed forces (data received from Veterans Administration). 
Xs = state and local transfer payments received by South Dakota 
hou·seholds (data received from Commerce Department). 
Data Group I (continued) 
Xu � unemployment �ompensation received by South Dakota house­
holds (data received from Commerce Department) . 
Data Group II : This is the second largest group and contains 
fourteen o f  the fifty-four varia�les. 
One o f  the primary procedural challenges confronting successful 
construction o f  this stochastic econometric model o f  the South Dakota 
economy is the . unavailability o f  data which, ideally, would be con­
tained in a state income and product account similar to the Commerce 
Department ' p  national income and product account. Because some 
essential data are available only on a national basis, pro cedures 
must be established for estimating a state's proportion o f  the values 
of national variables. This Data Group presents the procedures used 
in estimating the values o f  South Dakota data on the basis o f  known 
values of  national data. 
All data for all variables in Data Group II are estimated, at 
least in part, by means of an application o f  the fundamental 
as sumption essential for the construction o f  an economic base study: 
that employment is proportional to income and can therefore serve 
as a p roxy variable for production and income.26, 27 
26charle� M. Tiebout , The Community Economic Base Study 
(Supplementary Paper No. 16; New York: Committee for Economic 
Development, 1962) , pp. 9 ,  13 . 
27nugh o .  Nourse, Regional Economics (New York : McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1968),  p. 16 1. 
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Data Group II (continued) 
Both . Tiebout and Noprse show that the reliance of past economic 
base studies on the above assumption, ·which will hereaf ter be called 
"Tiebout's fundamental assumption," has proven to be an effective 
stopgap tool in helping define the complex interrelationships _ of 
technologically advanced economi�s. 28, 29 
In a state economic base study, state employment data are used 
as proxy data for state production and income data. This eco­
nomet-ric study of the South Dakota economy does not use employment 
data as -_ proxy data, but rather uses employment data more indirectly 
in estimating a coefficient that determines the state ' s- proportion 
of the values of national variab les. 
The values of all variables in Data Group II are estimated by 
using the ass�mption that the state's proportional representation 
in national aggregated macroeconomic variables is· proportional to 
the state's percentage representation in the total civilian labor 
force of the United States. 
For example, corporate dividends received by South Dakota 
households, (Div) , may be estimated with the aid of the· equation 
stating that, (Div) 
(DivUS ) 
= CL F . After solving this equation for (Div) 
CLFUS 
by multiplying bo�h sides of the equation by _ (DivUS) , the values of 
(Div) may be obtained using the equation stating that, 
28Tiebout, �· cit. , PP • 27  




Data Group � I  (continued) · 
(Div ) =- CLF x (_DivUS) 
CLF1J S 
given, that 
(Div) = corporate dividends received by South Dakota households, 
CLF = total �ivilian labQr force of South Dakota (data received 
from Labor Department), 
CLFUS = total civilian labor force of the United States (data 
taken from Statistical Abstract of the United States), 
(DivUS) = c·orporate dividends received by United States house­
holds (national data taken from Survey � Current Business) , 
CLF = the coefficient whose application on the basis of Tie­
CLFUS 
bout's fundamental assumption enables the determination of the state's 
proportion of the values of various national variables. 
The theoretical nature of this application of Tiebout·• s  funda� 
mental assumption is that it results in estimates of  values of  
variables, not for the real world econo�y of  South Dakota, b·ut for 
a state whose civilian labor force is the size of South Dakota's 
and whos e economy is assumed to be in many respects a microcosm of 
the entire United States economy. 
Data Group II , Subgroup I :  Sub group I contains variables whose 
( 
values have been estimated solely with the aid of Tiebout's funda-
mental assumption whose application has just been demonstrated. 
The individual variables of Data Group II, Subgroup I, are 
defined below. 
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Data Group II, Subgroup I (continued) 
A •  expenditure f.or new automobiles arid parts and net expendi­
ture for used automobiles by South Dakota households. This definition 
is Suits' definition which is used in . his national econometric model. 
Unfortunately, data on a net basis were unavailable fro� any 
known source, and national values of gross auto product, available in 
Survey of Current Business, have been used as a substitute. 
As a further deroonstration of the application of Tiebout's 
fundamental assumption, values of A are calculated by multiplying 
the coefficient, CLF , by the national values of g ross auto product. 
CLFU S 
Algebraically , if AUS = national values of gross . auto product, then 
A = CLF x AUS. 
CLFU S 
D = expenditure for all durable goods except automobiles and 
parts by South Dakota households. The equation used_ in defining the 
national value of the variable states that gross national D = gross 
national household expenditure for all durables - gross national 
household expenditure for automotive durables. Again, the data 
available in Survey of Current Business ·p �ovide ·a substitute in 
gross terms for the desired net. figure . 
ND = expenditure for nondurable goods by South Dakota house­
holds. The same qualification holds for ND that held for A and D. 
S • expenditure for services by South Dakota households. T he 
same qualification holds for S that held for A, D, and ND. 
Data Group II, Subgroup II : Subgroup II contains variables 
whose values have been e�timated with the aid of Tiebout's funda­
mental assumption and with the aid of an additional index of the 
level of industrial development in the state of South Dakota. 
For the variables of aggregate demand in Subgroup I, (A, D, ND, 
and S), the use of Tiebout 's fundamental assumption s i gn ified that 
the level of consumer expenditure in South Dakota is assumed to be 
at the level of an economy (1) whose civilian labor force is the size 
of South Dakota ' s, and (2) whose structure is assumed to be in many 
respects a microcosm of the entire United States economy. In 
simplest terms, it was asssumed that all South Dakota consumers spend 
their incomes in a pattern identical to the expeaditure pattern of 
the average consumer in the entire United States economy. 
All variables in Subgroup II tend to be related to the level 
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of industrial or corporate development in the state of South Dakota. 
Because of th is relationship, application solely of Tiebout's funda­
mental assumption would imply that South Dakota's industrial or 
corporate development is representative of the industrial or corporate 
development of the entire country. S ince South Dakota is, industrially, 
a relatively underdeveloped s tate, sole use of Tiebout's frmd�mental 
assumption would greatly overestimate the values of variables such as 
those involv ing the amount of South Dakota business depreciation and 
investment. 
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Data Group II, Subgroup II (continued) 
An index of the degre� that South Dakota's industrial or corporate 
development varies from that of a microcosm of the entire United States 




P*, defined in Data Group I as being actual 
corporat� profits of South Dakota corpora­
tions before tax in constant dollars (data 
received from Internal Revenue Service) 
estimated corporate profits of South Dakota 
co-rporations before tax in constant dollars 
determined by application of Tiebout's 
fundamental assumption (national data taken 
from Survey of Current Business) 
Briefly described, the corporate proportionality coefficient for 
South Dakota is quite - small. It increases gradually from 0.11010 in 
1955 to 0. 20699 in 1963 , experiences a slight declite during the 
period 19 64 through 19 66, hits a high of 0 . 21435 in 1967, and then 
declines slightly to 0. 20155 in 1968. Of course, the small size of 
the coefficient is not entirely surprising since most of South Dakota's 
businesses are small noncorporate enterprises involved in primary 
agricultural production. 
The small size of the state's coefficient means that the level 
of South .Dakota's corporate or industr�al development is still well 
below the level of the corporate .or industrial development of a 
microcosm of the national economy. For example, in 1968 South Dakota's 
level of corporate o� industrial development is only about twenty 
percent (i. e. , 0. 20155) of the level of development of a microcosm 
of the entire nation. 
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Data Group II, Subgroup II (continued) 
In reference to the rate of South Dakota ' s  development in relation 
to the rate of development of a microcosm of the en tire United States 
economy, it is encouraging to note that the state ' s  corporate pro­
portionality coefficient has nearly doubled since 1955. 
The significance of the increase in the level of development 
from 0 . 11010 in 1955 to 0 . 20155 in 1968 is that the rate of South 
Dakota ' s  corporate or ·-1ndustrial development is greater than the rate 
of the development of a microcosm of the entire United States economy . 
In short, the state has just recently begun to approach slowly the 
level of development of a microcosm of the entire nation. South 
Dakota would be at the level of development of a microcosm of the 
entire nation if its corporate proportionality coefficient equaled 
1. 00000. 3 0  
Practical application of the corporate proportionality coef­
ficient can be shown with the use of the equation used as an example 
of the application solely of Tiebout 's fundamental assumption . The 
only modification to be made of the value of (Div), derived by the 
above exemplary equation, is the multiplication of (Div) by the 
corporate proportionality coefficient. Thus: 
30one aspect of a partial explanation of the state ' s  increase of 
level of development is suggested by the fact that South Dakota's level 
of corporate or industrial development in 1955, at a level of only ten 
percent, was so near nonexistence that, during the period 1955-1968, 
the addition of relatively few industries was required to increase the 
level of development to twenty percent. 
Data Group II , Subgroup I I  (continued) 
Div a (Div) x CPC 
given, that 
Div = corporate dividends received by South Dakota households 
after application of Tiebout 's fundamental assumption and after 
.. 
application of the corporate proportionality coefficient , 
(Div) = corporate dividends received by South Dakota households 
after application of just Tiebout's fundamental assumption , 
CPC = corporate proportionality coef f icient. 
The individual variables of Data Group II , Subgroup I I , are 
defined below. 
Dep = depreciation in Sou th Dakota businesses {national data 
taken from Survey of Current Business) . 
Div = corporate dividends received by South Dakota households 
(national data taken from Survey of Current Business). 
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g = federal , state , and local , government and mil itary purchases 
of goods and services from private South Dakota businesses. By 
definition ,_ g does not include Wg which is defined in Data Group I 
as being wages received by South Dakota households from federal, 
state , and local , governments· and armed forces. The national variable 
which is used to represent ·the values of g ,  and whose data were taken 
from the Statistical Abstract of the United States, is that of "capital 
outlay." "Capital outlay" consists of expenditure by all levels of 
government in · south Dakota for construction , equipment , and land and 
existing structures. 
Data Group II , Subgroup II (continued) 
ID • inventory sto�k of durable goods owned by South Dakota 
businesses. The national variable which is used to represent the 
values of ID, and whose data were taken from the Survey � Current 
Business, is that of "manufacturers' inventories, book value, 
seasonally adjusted , for durable goods industries ." 
ig a total net government interest payments received by South 
Dakota households. The equation used to define the national variable 
of ig states that ig = total net federal government interest payments 
paid in the United States+ total net state and local government 
interest payments paid in the United States (data of both component 
variables taken from Survey of Current Business). Note that, 
"Governm�nt transfer and interest payments are treated as receipts 
of the household sector . Although in reality a large po rtion of the 
interest payments o n  public. debt is received by banks , insurance 
companies , and other firms , these interest payments are considered 
in effect to pass through business firms and to become in their 
entirety receipts of the household sector. 1 131 
IND = inventory stock of nondurable goods owned by South Dakota 
businesses. The natio nal variabl� which is used to represent the 
values of IND, and whose data were taken from the Survey � Current 
Business , is that of "manufacturers' inventories, book value, 
seasonally adjusted , for nondurable goods i ndustries. ,·, 
31Edward Shapiro , Macroeconomic Analvsis (New York: Harcourt , 
Brace & World, Inc. , 19 66), p. 53. 
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Data Group II, Subgroup II  (continued) -
L • South Dakot� consumer liquid assets. The national variable 
which is used to represent the values of L, and whose data were taken 
from the Economic Report of the President, is that of "selected liquid 
as sets held by the public. " This national variable is defined as 
consisting of demand de_posits, currency, time deposits, postal savings 
system, savings and loan shares, United States government savings 
bonds, and United States government securities maturing within one 
year 
. PD = expenditure for durable goods by South Dakota businesses. 
The national variable which is used to represent the values of PD, 
and whose data were taken from the Survey of Curr�nt Business , is 
that of gross private domestic investment in "producers' durable 
equipment. " 
PE = expenditure for plant and equipment by South Dakota 
businesses. The equation used in defining the national value of the 
variable states that PE = all gross private domestic nonresidential 
investment in the United States+ all gross private domestic farm 
residential investment in the United States (data of both component 
variables taken from Survey of Current Business) .  
Data Group. II , Subgroup III: Subgroup III contains one variable 
whose values have been estimated with the aid of Tiebout' s fundamental 
assumption and with the aid of the results of an economic base study 
of South Dakota. 
Data Group II, Subgroup III (continued) 
The single variable of Data Group II, · Subgroup III, is def ined 
below. 
F � gross value of South Dakota exports (not just international 
exports) . 
John Rapp's An Economic Analvsis of South Dakota consists 
primarily of an economic base study of South Dakota constructed 
with the use of the methodology of Tiebout's The Community Economic 
Base Study. 
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With the aid of Tiebout's fundamental assumption that employment 
is proportional to income and can th erefore serve as a proxy variable 
for production and income, Rapp estimates for 19 65 the percentage of 
South Dakota' s national income that is derived from exports by various 
32 industries. 
For the purpose of constructing this study's stochastic eco­
nometric model of the South Dakota economy, the estimation of  the 
dollar value for South Dakota's total gross exports is made in three 
steps with the assumption that Rapp's percentages hold constant for 
the entire period 1953 through 1968. 
Firs t, data were collected from the Survey of Current Business 
for the values of United States national income produced by all major 
32John Rapp, Table 10-2. --Final Allocation of Employment (Direct 
and Indirect [Sales] ), An 'Econom.ic Analysis rt South Dakota, a report 
presented to the Governor of South Dakota by the South Dakota 
Industrial Development Expansion Agency, Septemb er 1, 19 6.5, p. 118. 
Data Group II, Subgroup III (continued) 
industries in the nation. For convenience, the industries were 
combined into seven sets as foliows: (1) total manufacturing, 
(2) agriculture, forestry, f ishing, mining, and construction, 
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(3) transportation, communication, and public utilit ies, (4) .�olesale 
trade and retail trade, (5) finance, insurance, and real estate, 
(6) services including education, and (7) government excluding 
education. 
Second, South Dakota's proportion of United States national 
income produced by each set of industries was estimated with the aid 
of the broad application of Tiebout ' s  fundamental assumption as 
demonstrated in the introduction of  Data Group Ii. 
Third, the gross value of South Dakota exports was estimated by 
multiplying the amount of national income produced by each set of 
industries in South Dakota (estimat-ed in step two), by dec imal equi­
valents of Rapp's percentages of South Dakota national income that is 
derived from exports by each of the seven sets of industries. 
Critical analys is of ·the above three step procedure may induce 
the argument that use of T iebout ' s  ·fundamental assumption in step two 
probably leads to a si-gnif icant underestimation of the value of . 
agricultural exports in South Dakota. The reasoning behind the 
argument is that, in this case, Tiebout' s fundamental assumption 
implies that South Dakota's exports, by each set of industries, 
should be representative of the value of  national income produced by 
each . of the seven sets of industries in the nation as a whole. This 
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argument is countered by ._the fact that while the values of South 
Dakota ' s  agricultural exports are underestimated, there is a simul- · 
taneous offsetting overestimation of the values of South Dakota ' s  
manufacturing exports . This automatic offsetting effect helps produce 
a compromise level of total state exports. 
The corporate proportionality coefficient was not applied to F 
because exports in South Dakota are not now very strongly related 
to industrial or corporate development. Use of the coefficient would 
fail to take into account the voluminous trade in South Dakota ' s  
agricultural exports which overshadows trade in all .other state 
exports. 
Data Group III : This is the third largest group and contains 
twelve of the fifty-four variables. All data for all variables in 
Data Group III were compiled primarily f rom �econdary sources avail­
able at South Dakota State University and, in a few cases, from d irect 
communications with state governmental departments. 
The individual variables of Data Group III are defined below. 
Aaa = national Aaa bond yield in percent (data taken from 
Economic Report � the President) � 
C • ratio of index of construction costs 
(Commerce Dep_artment 's composite cost 
index taken from Construction Review) 
Commerce Department ' s  implicit price 
deflater for total gross national 
product (data taken from Economic 
Report of the P.resident) 
Data Group .III (continued) 
FHA • national FHA ce .. iling interest rate in percent (data taken 
from · Economic Report ££ the P resident). 
H • expenditure for nonfarm public and private residential 
housing in South Dakota. The equation used to estimate the values of 
H states that H = national average construction costs of new private 
nonfarm one family houses started (national data taken from 
Construction Review) x HS (def ined in Data Group III). The above 
equat ion is only an approximation because it underestimates H. The 
underestimation ex ists because the average construction cost used in 
the equation does not include houses and apartment houses built for 
more than one family. Further underestimation results from the use 
of the equation's other element, HS.  
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HS c number of nonfarm public and private resi dential housing 
starts  in South Dakota in units per year (data taken from Construction 
Revlew). HS contains an implicit underestimation of the actual values 
of HS because the Commerce Department collects data from only a 
limited number of permit-issuing places in the state. 
Tbp � business property tax collected 'in South Dakota. Local 
general property taxes consist of property taxes on lands, lot�, and 
personal property. Because no business-nonbusiness property tax 
. ( 
breakdown is available, it has been estimated, w ith the use of 
Commerce Department data, that in 19 66 in South Dako·ta, 75 . 9  percent 
of local general property taxes was collected by means of taxes on 
Da�a Group III (continued) 
Tbp (continued) 
business property, and 24. l percent of local general property taxes 
was collected by means of taxes on nonbusiness property. 33 
It has been assumed further that the business-nonbusiness 
sources of South Dakota local general property taxes have existed in 
the 75. 9 /24. 1 ratio for the entire period 1953 through 1 968. 
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On the basis of these two assumptions, the relative contributions 
of business and nonbusiness property have been calculated by relating 
the above ratio to the data of total general property taxes which 
are available in the Annual Report of the South Dakota  Department of 
Revenue. Finally, total Tbp = local general property tax from business 
property + railroad property tax + telegraph tax + sleeping car tax 
+ electric light, power, wat�r, and gas tax + taxes on telephones within 
and ·outside corporate limits + grain tax + public shooting areas tax. 
Although all data of total general property taxes in the Annual 
Report consist of tax extensions or liabilities instead of actual tax 
collections, it is assumed that the difference between the values 
of Sou th Dakota tax extensions and tax coll�ction� is small enough to be 
considered negligible for the purposes of �he model. 
33united States Bureau of the Census, United States Department of 
Commerce, Table 2 3. "Percent Distribution, by Property Class,  of Total 
Assessed Value of all Propert y  S ubjec.t t_o Local General · Property 
Taxa tion , for 30 Selected States : 1966," Taxable Propert v  Values 
(Vol. II of Census o f  Go vernments, 19 6 7. 2 · vols. ; Washing ton, D. C . : 
United Sta tes Government" P .rint ing O f fice, 1 9 6 8 ) , p. 1 5 8 . Business 
property was as sumed to consist entirely of commercial and industrial 
property, acreage and farms, and agricultural personal property. 
Nonbusiness property was assumed to consist ent irely of residen tial 
nonfarm real prop�rty, household personal property, and other and 
unallocable property. 
Data Group III (continued) 
Teg = state estate anp gift taxes collected in South Dakota . 
Suits ' usa�e of the symbol Teg will be maintained, although South 
Dakota has an inheritance tax instead of estate and gift taxes. All 
data available for Teg in the Annual Report of the South Dakota 
Department of Revenue have. been multiplied by the coefficient (10 / 9) .  
This has been done to compensate for the situation described i n  the 
Annual Report as follows: "Because the County Treasurer is permitted 
by law to retain 10% .  of all Inheritance Tax�s collected, for county 
purpos.es, this amount [ l isted in the Annual Report] is but ninety 
percent of the fiscal year's total Inheritance Tax · Collections • • •  1 13 4 
Top = other state personal taxes collected in South Dakota . 
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The equation used in  defining Top states that Top = nonbusiness local 
general property tax (see Tbp in Data Group III for explanation of 
method of estimation) + school poll tax+ dog tax+ special assess­
ments+ road poll tax+ money and credits+ consumers use tax+ auto 
registration tax+ a ircraft registration tax + motor fuel tax+ butter 
substitute revenue stamp tax+ cigarette revenue stamp tax+ sales tax 
on l iquor, beer, and cigarettes+ liquor and wine revenue stamp tax 
(all data taken from Annual Report £!_ the South Dakota Department of 
Revenue) . 
34south Dakota Depa rtment of Revenue, Thirteenth Annual Report 
of the Department � Revenue, Fiscal Year 196 7 -1968 (Pierre, South 
Dakota , 1968), p . 9. 
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Tos • other state faxes on business collected in South Dakota. 
The equation used in defining Tos states that Tes = sales tax licenses 
+ ore tax+ gross income tax + private car line tax+ liquor licenses 
+ beer licenses + cigarette licenses+ peddlers and solicitors licenses 
+ butter substitute licenses + trading stamp licenses+ railway express 
tax + insurance company tax (data received f rom state Department of 
Insurance) + fire marshall tax (data received from state Department of 
Insurance) + tonnage tax (data taken from staff memorandum of state 
Legislative Research Counci1) 35 + store licenses+ retailers use tax 
+ person weighing scale fee + vending machine licenses+ racing track 
licenses (data received from state Department of Audits and Accounts). 
South Dakota Departments of Insurance and of Audits and Accounts 
provided personal communications. Data source for all other com­
ponents of the definition of Tos , except tonnage tax, is the Annual 
Report of the South Dakota Deoartment of Revenue. 
Tse = state corporate profits (or income) tax collected in South 
Dakota. Tse consists solely of, "Bank Franchise Tax. An annual tax 
of 4 1/2% of the net income of banks and �inancial corporations 
[emphasis added] is levied for the privilege of doing business in 
this state. 1 1 3 6 (Data taken from Annual Report £i._ the Sou th Dakota 
Department � Revenue). 
35south Dakota Legislative Research Council, "Staff Memorandum: 
Summary Review of State Taxes and State Revenue, Fiscal Years 1963 to 
19 68 , "  (Pierre, Sou th Dakota, June 5 ,  19 68 ) , p .  7 .  
36Ibid., p. 3. 
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Tss = state sal.es tax collected in Sou th Dakota (data taken from 
Annual Report of the South · Dakota Department of Revenue) . 
Tsy a state and local income taxes collected in South Dakota 
(these taxes have never been used in the state as of the writing of 
this study). 
Data Grouo IV: This is the smallest group and contains six of 
the fifty- four variables. All data for all variables in Data Group IV 
were compiled or estimated with the use of combinations . of the sources 
of Data Groups I, II , and III. 
The individual variables of Data Group IV are defined below. 
G* s private gross state product of the South Dakota economy . 
The most important word in the above verbal definition of G* is the 
word "private. " Suits ' def inition of private gross national product 
states that G* = total gross national product - Wg. 
· Equation (17) of the model provides the preliminary framework 
used in defining G*. Equation (17) states that, 
bP = 6G* - 6W - 6Dep - 6Tfe - 6Tcd - 6Tbp - 6Tss - 6Tos - 6 Slr. 
By solving equation (17 )  for 6G*, the equation states · that, 
6G* = 6P + 6W + 6Dep + 6Tfe + 6Tcd + 6Tbp + 6Ts-s + 6Tos + 6Sir. 
Going one step further and dropping the 6's prefixing the 
< 
variables, the equation states that , 
G* = P + W + Dep + Tfe + Ted+ Tbp + Tss + Tos + Slr. 
Since the values of all variables compos ing the equations of 
the model must be cons istent throughout the model, the undifferenced 
Data Group IV (continued ) 
G* (continued) 
values of G* in equation ( 17 ) , shown above , must be equal to the 
undifferenced values of G* in equa tion (11) ,  shown below . 
Values of 6G* are defined by definitional equation (11 ) - of the 
model which states that , 
�G* • 6 (A + D + ND +  S)' + ( 6F - llR) + 61D + 6IND + 6PE + 6H + 6g. 
In undifferenced values equation (11) sta tes that, 
G* D (A + D + ND +  S) + (F - R) + ID +  IND + PE + H + g .  
At this point in the calculation of the undifferenced values 
of G* , values of all variables in both equations (11 ) and (1 7 )  were 
known except the values of (F - R ) . 
Values of G* were calculated by solving equation (11 ) for G* 
in undifferenced values with the assumption that (F - R)  = O. This 
resulted in a disparity between the values of G* in equation ( 11 )  
and the values of G* in  e quation (17 ) . 
Since the values of all component variables were known for 
equa tion (17 ) , it was assumed that equation (17 ) , solved . for G* 
in undifferenced values , defined the correct values of G*. 
The disparity between the values of the two equations defining 
G* was then assumed to be due entirely to the previously excluded 
values of ( F  - R ) . 
With (F - R )  accounting for al l disparity b etween the values of 
G* calculated by equations ( 11) and ( 17), the values of G* - produced 
by both equations were forced to b e  numerically identical . 
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G* (continu ed) 
With the values of G* consistent with both major d efinitional 
equations (11 ) and (17 ) ,  the next requirement was the calculation 
of the values of 6G*. 
There are four ways of calculating bG* : 
1 .  Solve equation (17) for 6G* . 
2 .  Solve equation ( 1 7 ) for G* and take first differences 
of  the values of G*. 
3. Solve equation ( 1 1 ) for 6G* . 
4 .  Solve equation ( 1 1 ) for G* and take first differences 
of the values of G*. 
The values of bG* produced by these four methods are identical . 
Of course, one major reason methods one and . two produce values 
identical to those produced by methods three and four is that the 
original d isparity has been assumed to be due entirely to (bF - 6R) . 
First glances at equations ( 1 1 ) and (17) and at the above 
procedures for calculating the values of bG* may induce the erroneous 
conclusion tha t , although the valu_es o f  G* have been forced to b e  
identical, the values of  6G* produced by the two equations cannot 
be identical . 
This conclusion would be based on the observation that e quation 
(17) 's  inclusion o f  the linear approximation of the values o f  6W 
should lead to a disparity between the values of bG* produced by 
both equations . 
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G* (continued) � -
The twofold reason that both equations produce identical values 
of 6G* is that, firs t, solving equation (17) for 6G* p roduces a 
definition for 6G* that includes a positive 6P, and, second, covert 
inclusion in variable 6P of a negative �W, by means of definitional 
equation (17), completely of fsets the effect of the positive 6W 
whose implications were ques tioned above. 
P • property income of South Dakota private businesses. 
Suits' variables (P - P* + ig + Div) , which are found in his 
equation ( 20) for disposable income, Y, represent the part o f  the 
Commerce Department's personal income account3 which consists of the 
sum of the Commerce Department's variables of property income and 
proprietors income, both farm and nonfarm. 
Thus , 
P - P* + ig + Div = sum of Commerce Department ' s  variables of 
property income and proprietors income, 
both farm and nonfarm 
Since P is the only variable whose values are unknown in the 
above equation, it s values may be calculated as follows,  
P • Commerce Depar tment's variables+ P* - ig - Div. 
Since P* = undistributed corporate profits or UCP + Div, 
P • Commerce Department's variables+ UCP + Div - ig - Div, 
or, P • Commerce Department's variables+ UCP - ig. 
The most important aspect of the above relationship is  that the 
value of Suits ' variable, P, which he calls property income, is much 
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P (continued) 
greater in value than the variable which the Commerce Department 
defines as property income. 
The Commerce Department 's definition of property income is that 
it , " • • •  consists of dividends , personal interest income , and rental 
income of persons . "37 
Suits ' definition of property income is that it consists of 
dividends + rental income of persons + proprietors income , both farm 
and nonfarm + undistributed corporate profits . 
Suits ' definition of property income varies· from the Commerce 
Department 's definition in that Suits ' definition does not i nclude 
personal int.erest income , but it does contain the added variables of 
proprietors income , both jarm and nonfarm , and undistributed 
corporate profits. 
Values of �P are not calculated by taking first differences 
of �he values of P .  
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Values of P are defined , exactly , within the context of Commerce 
Department data available for the definition of personal income , which 
is a part of disposable in�orne , Y , defined by equation· ( 20 ) . Equation 
(20 )  involves an exact definition of W. 
Values of �p are defined by definitional equation (17) of the 
model.  Equation (17 ) involves a linear approximation , rather than an 
exact definition , of �W . This linear approximation of �W produces 
37Robert E.  Graham , Jr . ,  "Meas uring Regional Market Growth ," 
Survey � Current Business , 39: 19 , January , 1959 . 
Data Group IV (cont inued) 
P (continued) 
the entire disparity that exists between 6P and the first differences 
of the values of P. 
In actuality , the procedures used in calculating the values of 
�p for the purposes of this study were much more complicated than the 
above paragraphs suggest. 
The procedures used in calculating values of 6P, which would be 
consistent with the rest of the model , consisted largely of trial and 
error tempered with a little knowledge of macro�conomic theory . 
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In the early stages of investigation, values of 6P were origi­
nally calculated with the assistance of the equation that states that , 
�p m �G* - 6W - 6Wg - 6Dep � 6Tfe - 6Tcd - �Tb p - 6Tss - 6Tos - 6S ir. 
Note that the above equation varies from equation (17 ) b y  the 
amount of a negative 6Wg. This variation resulted from a momentary 
lapse in memory ·which consisted of forgetting that G* is defined in 
Suits' model as priva te gross national product , defined - al gebraically 
as G* c total gross national product - Wg. 
Solving the above equation , defining 6P , for 6G* ,  and then 
undifferencing all variab les, the original value of G* used in aiding 
the calculation of 6P stated that , 
G* m P + W + Wg + Dep + Tfe + Ted + Tbp + Tss + Tos + S l r. 
Since the values of P were availab le as a result of data 
availab le for equation ( 20) , and since da ta were availab le for all 
other va r iab les on the r i gh t  hand side of the equation , the values 
Data Group IV (cont inued) 
P (continued) 
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of G*  were calculated easily . Then the values of 6G* were calculated , 
first, by relating equation (17 ) to equation (11), as described under 
G* in this Data Group IV, and, second, by taking first differences 
of the values of G* produced by either equation (11) or (1 7) . 
When it was realized that equation (1 7), solved for G*, is 
correct as stated, and that no extra positive Wg was needed, the 
value of G* was Feduced by the value of Wg. Since t:.G* may be 
calculated directly from the summation of undifferenced values of 
equation ( 17) or by means of equation ( 1 7) solved for 6G*, reduction 
of the values of G* by the values of Wg autcmatically reduced the 
values of 6G* by the values of t:.Wg. 
The reduction of the values of 6G* by the values of 6Wg can be 
stated verbally as the addition of a negative 6Wg to both sides of 
the equation which originally was used erroneously to def ine 6G* 
by means of including the extra positive value of 6Wg. 
Algebraically, the operation proceeds as shown below. 
Original equation: 
+ 6Tos + 6S!r + (-6Wg) 
• corrected equation: 
t:.G* • 6P + 6W + 6Dep + 6Tfe + 6Tcd + 6Tbp + 6Tss + 6Tos + 6Slr. 
Data Group IV (continued) 
P (continued ) 
Not·e that al though the same symbo� has been used in both equations , 
the value of 6G* in the corrected equation is less than the value 
of 6G* in the or i ginal equation by the amount (-6Wg ) . 
Solving the corrected equation for 6P produces an e quation 
identical to equat ion ( 17 ) . It is this equation , using the values 
of 6G* estimated in the process , by which the values of �P were 
calculated for the purposes of this study. 
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Hindsight shows that the above trial and mostly error procedure , 
of taking the long way around to calculate the values o f  6P , can be 
shortened considerably by def ining 6G* by mea�s of solving equation 
(17 ) in undifferenced values for G* . Since values of P are available 
as a result of data available for equation (20) ,  ·and since data are 
av·ailable for all other variables used to define G* , the values for G* 
can be calculated easily , and then the values of 6G* ·can be determined 
by taking f irst d ifferences o f  the values of G* . 
Then , w ith data available for �G* and for all other d i f ferenced 
variables on the r i ght side of  equation (17 ) , yalues for 6P can be 
calculated as defined by equation ( 1 7 ) . Please note that th is 
procedure for calculating values of AP still produces values which 
( 
vary from the first dif ferences of  the values of P by the amount 
of disparity between actual 6W and the linear approximation o f  6W 
which is used in the model . 
. . . � :  . :· · . . -: :. - ., 
. , 
Data Group IV (continued ) 
R • gross value of South Dakot� imports (not j ust international 
imports) . 
Values of R were estimated in four steps . 
1 .  Values of G* were calculated by solving equation ( 1 7 )  
for G* in undifferenced values . 
2 .  Values o f  G* were calculated by solving equation (11) 
for G* in undifferenced values with the asstim ption that (F - R) = O . 
3 .  The disparity between the results o f  step one and step two 
was assumed to be an estimate of the values of (F - R) . 
4 .  With data available for the values of F and ( F  - R) , 
the following equation was used to estimate the values of R: 
F - (F - R) = F - F + R = R .  
Values of �R were calculated by taking first differences o f  the 
values of R.  
S ir • contributions for social insurance made by South Dakota 
employers . S ince no data could be found to represent the values of 
Sir, a method of  estimation was developed . Data are .available  for 
Sie (data received from Commerce Department) , for national Sle (data 
taken from Survey of Current Bus iness , and for national Sir (data 
taken from Survey � Current Bus iness). By assuming that South 
Dakota's Sir is related to South Dakota's Sle in the same ratio that 
exists for the national values of these two variables, the values 
for South Dakota ' s  Sir can be found with the following equations : 
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S ir (continueq) 
Assume that 
national variables . 
Slr = 
S ie 
S irUS, with the suffix "US " denoting 
S ieUS 
Then, since S ir is the only variable in the equation whose 
values are unknown, its values may be determined by the equation, 
S ir = Sle X S irUS . 
S ieUS 
Values of 6Slr may be calculated by taking first differences of 
the values of S ir • 
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. Tref = tax refunds received by South Dakota households and 
businesses . Suits' model contains separate structural �quations for 
estimating the values of 6Tfy and 6T*fy. Suits ' · method _ for defining 
Tref states that Tref = Tfy - T*fy. Unfortunately , data  inconsistencies 
between variables Tfy and T*fy make untenable for this study the use 
of Suits' �quation for defining Tref . 
The equation used for defining Tref for the purposes of this 
study states that Tref = federal tax refunds (data received from 
Internal
° 
Revenue Service) + South Dakota Department of Revenue tax 
refunds (data taken from Annual Report of the South Dakota Department 
of Revenue) + South Dakota Motor Fuel Tax Division tax refunds (data 
taken from Annual Report .2i_ the South Dakota Department of Revenue) . 
The most important aspect of this study's definition of Tref 
is that Tref .is defined_ differently in the South Dakota model than 
in the United States model. In the United "States model Tref refers 
Data Group IV (continued ) 
Tref (con tinue�) 
only to federal tax refunds. In the South Dakota model Tref refers 
to both federal and state tax refunds . 
Values of �Tref may be calculated by taking first d ifferences 
of the values of Tref . 
Y • disposable personal income of South Dakota households. 
Values of �y are defined by def initional equation (20) of the 
model , and i ts undif ferenced values may be ascertained by summing the 
undif ferenced values of the component variables of equation ( 20) . 
There are two methods for calculating �Y . 
1 .  Take f irst differences of the values of Y, with the values 
of Y having been calculated by solving equation ( 20) for Y in 
und ifferenced values. 
2 .  Solve for 6Y using equation ( 20) in its stated form with 
differenced values of the component variab les . 
The values of �Y produced by these two methods are iden tical.  
Equation ( 20) states that , 
�y • 6W + 6Wg + ( 6P - 6P*) + 6Div + 6ig + 6Xu + lJCf + 6Xs 
+ t\Xc;I - �Tfy - 6Tsy - _ 6Teg - 6Top - �Sie + 6Tref.  
F irst glances at equat ion (20) may induce the erroneous con-
clusion that the above two methods cannot produce identical values.  
This conclusion would be based on the observation that method two 
involves the linearly approximated variab le, 6W, while method one 
involves the exact value of W. 
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Y (continued) .. 
The reason both methods produce identical values i s  that the 
disparity expected to result from the second method's overt use of a 
positive 6W, is completely offset by the inclusion in equation (20) 
of variable 6P, which , by its definitional equation (17 ) ,  covertly 
contains a negative 6W. 
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· Summary of Procedures for Making Cons istent the Values of 
Definitional Equations (11) , ( 1 7 ) , and ( 20) : If the ove rall picture 
of the systematic procedures discussed in this Data Group , for making 
the model ' s  definitional equations consistent , i s  still not clear , the 
following easy eight step recipe should provide added perspective . 
1. Calculate the values of Suits ' variable P as described at 
the beginn ing of the d iscus �ion of variable P in Data Group IV. 
2. Use the values calculated in step one to calculate the 
values of G* by solving equation (1 7 ) for G* in undifferenced values. 
3. Force e quation (ll) 's definition of G* to equal step two ' s  
definition of G* b y  the methods described under variable G* in 
Data Group IV . 
4. Calculate the values of 6G* by taking first differences 
. of the identical values of G* calculated in steps two and three. 
5. Use the values of 6G* calculated in step four to calculate 
the values of 6P by means of equation (17 ) .  
Data  Group IV (continued) 
6 .  Note that, pfter step five is completed, the values of �p 
vary from the values of the first differences of the values of P 
because of the linear approximation of �W . 
7 .  Note that values of �G*, calculated by equation� ( 11) and 
(17 ) , will be identical because the effect of the positive linearly 
estimated �W, in equation (17) solved for �G*, is com pletely offset 
by the covert inclusion of a negative �W in the definition of �P . 
8. Use known values of F and the values of (F - R) calculated 
in step three to calculate the values of R as described in Data 
Group IV . 
Chapter Summary 
This  chapter has presented the methodology of data collection 
used in constructing the firs t consistent  set of macroeconomic data 
which defines the com plex struc ture of the South Dakota economy . 
The nex t chapter will present the results of using this set 
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of data in constructing the Sou th Dakota model ' s  thirty-_two equat ions . 
CHAPTER I II 
MODEL SOLUTION 
The South Dakota Model 
This econometric model of the South' Dakota economy consists of 
thirty-two equations : five de finitional equ�tions and twenty-seven 
least-squares regressi9n equations fitted to annual first dif ferences 
in the variables. 
The equations of the 19 69 model are presented and discussed 
below by sectors, and the symbol for each variable is identified the 
first time it appears. The discussions of the individual equations, 
unless otherwise indicated by brackets, consist of direct quotations 
of the discus_sions presented by Suits in his American Economic Review 
artic le as an aid in understanding the individual equations of his 
1962 stochastic econometric model of the United States economy. 
Note that lagged undifferenced values of certain variables 
appear at some points (e. g . ,  in the automobile demand equation (01) 
below). These undifferenced values serve as proxy variables for firs.t 
differences in stocks as explained in chapter two. 
The figure in parentheses below each regression coefficient 
is the standard error of that regression coefficient. With the aid 
of its standard error, each regression coefficient has been analyzed 
by means of Student's t distribution to determine the degree of 
confidence that can be attributed to_ each regression coefficient . 
Those regression coefficients that are significant at the ten 
percent level of significance are denoted by an underline placed 
below each significant ... coeff icient's standard _error. For those 
regression coefficients that are denoted as significant there is 
at least ninety percent probability . that the regression coefficient's 
confidence limits enclose the true population parameter. 
The discussion of the 19 69 model is introduced by a synopsis 
written ·by Su.its in his book, The Theory and Application of  
Econometric Models. 
Although containing the 3 2  equations shown [below] , 
the basic structure of the [ South Dakota ] model parallels 
that of the schematic model o f  [ chapter one] , and it is 
useful to employ the latter as a kind of table of contents 
for the larger model. Thus before we begin an equation by 
equation analysis of the model, let us take a look at its 
four main components , corresponding to the four equations 
of the schematic model. 
The first four equations in the [ South Dakota ] model 
correspond to the single consumption equation in the 
schematic model. In place of a single consumption a.ggregate, . 
we now distinguish four components of consumption, each 
related to its own particular set of variables . 
The second set of equations--the investment sector-­
corresponds to the single investment equation of the 
schematic model. In the six equations of the [ South Dakota ] 
model investment is disaggregated into five components-­
fixed plant and equ ipment, nonfarm residential housing, 
accumulation of invento ries of durables and of nondurables, 
and net foreign investment . Moreover, each of these 
components is related to its own set of variables. 
The third maj or component of  the [ South Dakota ] model 
include� the equations that relate demand and production 
to employment and income. This part of the schemat ic 
model involved only equation (4), the defiqition of income 
as the sum of its parts. 
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Finally , the ( South Dakota ] mode l contains a fairly 
elaborate f i scal s ector, representing many different kinds 
of taxes and transfers and their individual determinant s. 
This s ection of the model  corresponds to the tax equation 
(3 )  of the schema t ic model . 3 8 
A .  Aggregate Demand 
1. Consurnpt ion 
(01)  Automobiles  and Parts:  
M • + 0. 04143 6 (Y - Xu - Xf - Xs) - 0.00990 A-1 
(0 . 03U56) (0 .22048) 
+ 0 . 30227 �L-1 - 1 , 7 50, 455 
(0 . 124 88) 
Consumer expenditure for new and net used automobiles  
and parts  ( 6A) depends on disposable income ( Y) ,  net  of  
transfers for unemployment compensation (Xu ) ,  and other 
federal ( Xf) and s tate (Xs)  transfers. These trans fers are 
deducted on the ground that they are unlikely to find their 
way into th e  au tomobile market. Servicemen 1 s insurance 
d ividends (Xcr ) are not deducted from disposable  income. 
In addition, automobile demand depends on the s tock of cars 
on the road (A_1) and on the real value o f  consumer liquid 
asset s  at the end of the preced�ng year (nL-1) .  
(02) Demand for Other Durab les : 
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6D � - 0 . 00402 6Y + 0 . 04456 D-1 + 0.079 38 nL_l - 2 , 6 26, 547 
(0 . 0177 8 )  (0.10051) (0 . 0667 9 )  
This equation relates  till ,  consumer expenditure for 
durables (other than automobiles and parts) to disposable  
income (6Y), the  accumulating s tock of durables (D_1) and 
liquid ass e ts. 
38suits,  <The Theory and Application of  Econometric Models, 
pp. 49 - 50 . 
(03 )  Demand for Nondurable Goods : 
�ND • +  0 ,04279 6Y - 0. 40627 6ND_i + 0. 249 78 6L_l 
(0. 03 7 30) (0. 269 33)  (0.14280) 
+ 12, 141, 83 7 
Nondurable expenditure depends on disposable income, 
liquid assets, and last year' s nondurable expenditure (6�D-1) . 
Notice the difference between this and the foregoing equations. 
In (01) and (0 2) the lagged values were undifferenced 
representing accumulation of _ stock. In this equation the 
difference its elf_ is la gged, representing a dynamic adj ustment 
in nondurable expenditure : an initial rise in level is 
followed by a subsequent secondary rise. 
(04) Demand for Services: 
6 S  = + 0. 04555 6Y - 0. 24594 6 S_l + 0. 22696 6L-1 
(0. 02860) (0. 319 67) (0. 10653)  
+ 14 , 5 57 , 6 74 
This equation is similar to ( 03) and relates expenditure 
for services (6S) to disposable income, liquid assets, and 
lagged service expenditure. [ In Suits ' model 6 S  excludes 
imputed items; in the South Dakota model � S  includes them. ] 
These four equations constitute the demand sector. Note 
that the aggregate marginal propensity to consume can be 
estimated by summing the income coef ficients in the four 
equations . The sum, [ 0. 13) , is an estimate of the marginal 
propensity to consume, at least as an inttial impact. The 
lagged terms in  the individual equations, however, generate 
a dynamic response of consumption to income. 
2 .  Gross Capital Expenditure 
(05)  Plant and Equipment Expenditure: 
�PE =+ 0. 08813 6 (P*�l - Tfc_l - Tsc-1) - 0. 02997 PE_l 
< (0 .52540) (0. 09696) 
+ 2, 206, 850 
6PE, expenditure for new plant and equipment, includes 
producers ' durables , nonfarm nonresidential construction, and 
al l farm ·construction. It is related to the preceding year 1 s 
corporate profits (P*-1) after federal (Tfc) and state (Tse )  
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corporate income taxes and to its own lagged, undifferenced 
value (PE_1 ) .  T he latter represents growth in the stock of 
plant and equipment. 
(06 )  Housing Starts : 
6HS = - 849 . 49 683 � (FHA - Aaa) - 0.5 5427  HS_l + 6 84 
(440 . 7 7 7 34 )  (0 . 229 7 2 )  
This equation, which applies only to the postwar period, 
relates the number of nonfarm residential housing st arts (6HS ) ,  
measured in • • • units per [ year ] ,  to the gap between the simple 
average of the IBA and VA ceiling interest rates on th e one 
hand, and th e Aaa· bond yield on the other (both expressed in 
percentage points). Th is interest rate differential reflects 
the substantial influence of credit availability on the volume 
of  FHA and VA financed residential construction. It can 
function , however, only in the presence of a strong underlying 
housing demand. With the accumulation of a large stock as a 
consequence of construction in recent years, this interest 
ra t e  differential may lose its role in the model. The term 
HS_1, t he lagged undifferenced value of housing starts , only 
partially represents the effect of this accumulation, and 
equation (06 )  is probably due for revision. 
[ Note that equation (06 )  has been altered in the South 
Dakota model . Suits' version of equation (06) in his 1962 
nat ional model states that, �HS =+ 19. 636 6 (FHA + VA Aaa) 
( 17 . 0 ) 2 
- 0. 7 02 HS_l + 66. 147,  with �HS measured in thousands of units 
(0 . 312) 
per month. Variable "VA" and the resulting need for a denomi­
nator of two have been excluded from the South Dakota model 
for the sake of simplicity. Justification for this alteration 
� ies in the relatively dominant role the FHA plays in t he 
government-underwritten residential loan market. · The annual 
value of FHA residential loans is c0nsistently greater than 
twice the annual val�e of VA residential loans.] 
(07) Housing Expe�diture: 
�H� • + 13, 628.87109 6HS + 104. 78783 6HS_l 
(400. 5363 8) (38 8. 48682) 
+ 34, 342, 192. 0 0 000 lC + 15 1,761  
(16 ,50 6 ,437.0 0 000 ) 
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Expenditure on housing, (�H), depends on the rate at which 
residential construction is carried forward, and thus on current 
and lagged starts. In addition it depends on construction costs. 
The term 6C is  the ratio of the index of construction costs to­
the GNP deflator. 
(08) Durable Goods Inventory : 
�ID • - 0. 0434 3 6(A + D) + 0. 8559 6  �PD - 0 . 01966  ID-1 
(0. 0 15 20) (0. 14067) (0. 03736) 
+ 518  , 818 + [ 0 • 0 &-4-1 ] 
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Accumulation of durable inventories, 61D, depends on sales 
of consumer durables, producers durables 6PD, and the stock of 
inventory already accumulated ID_l · In addition an important 
component _of inventory is associated with government military 
orders. Produ ction on such orders appears in the national 
accounts as goods in process, and exerts a strong impact on 
the economy long before delivery of the finished .product 
materializes as government expenditure. A wide variety of 
arrangements and lead times are involved in this process. As 
a proxy for such orders in any given year, ·we use M41 ? federal 
military purchases from private industry the follo�ing year. 
[ Note that variable "6M+1 " is as sumed to be zero for the 
purpos es of this South Dakota model for reasons explained 
in chapter two. ] 
(09) Nondurable Goods Inventory: 
6 IND = - 0. 025 7 5  �ND - 0. 08410 IND_l + 1, 9 91 ,289 
(0. 03118) (0.139 2 6) 
Accumulation of nondurable tnventory, � IND, depends on 
consumer sales of nondurables and the stock already on hand, 
IND_1 .• 
( 10) Imports: 
�R a - 1. 0 8316 6G* + 5 9, 665, 360 
(0. 16263) 
This relates the aggregate level of imports to the private 
[ gross state product] ( G*). 
3 .  Private Gros s State Product 
(11) 6G* = 6 (A + D + ND + S) + (6F 
+ 6PE + 6H + 6g 
6R) + 6ID + 6IND 
Private GSP is  defined as the sum of its parts including 
net exports (6F - �R) and government purchas es from private 
firms ( 6g) • 
B .  Income and Employment 
(12 ) Wage and SQlary Workers, Private Sector : 
l1E • + 0.00001 bG* - 652 
(0. 00001) 
[This equation relates llE , the number of employees of 
private Sou th Dakota businesses ,  including both farm and 
nonfarm employees, to the private GSP . ]  
(13) Unemployment : 
6U • 6LF - 61:o - 6Eg .- 6E 
Unemployment is the difference between labor. force ( llLF) 
on the one hand, and the number of self-employed and unpaid 
family workers , ( 6Eo ) ,  government workers , including armed 
services (6Eg) and employees of private indus t ry (llE) . 
(14 ) Average Annual Earnings: 
6w = - 0.01506 llU - 0 . 00000 P*-1 + 70  
( 0 . 0 3 234) (0.00000 )  
6w , average annual earnings ( including wages and salaries 
plus "ot her labor income , " )  is related to unemployment and 
las t year �s profi ts. This relationship reflec ts two facts. 
First and probabl y  more important , annual earnings are heavily 
influenced by overt ime pay which varies inversely with the 
level of unemployment. Secondly , pressure of union demands 
varies direc tly with profits and inversely wit h  the level of 
unemployment. The undifferenced level of profits is used 
since the exis tence of profits acts as a target for wage 
demands. 
(15) Private Wage Bill : 
6W • 6 (wE) = w_itiE + E_1 bw 
By definition. the wage bill  is the product of average 
earnings flnd employment • .  To keep the model linear , this 
nonlin�ar rela tionship is replaced by the linear approximation 
sho� . 
(16 ) Depreciation : 
6Dep • + 0.00834 6G* + 1, 5 2 2, 507  
( 0 . 0075 6 ) 
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(1 7 )  Property Income : 
6P m 6G* - t:M - 6Dep - 6Tfe - 6Tcd - · 6Tbp 
- 6Tss - �Tes - 6S!r 
Property income (�P)  is a residual from the GSP after 
deducting wage costs, deprecia tion ( 6Dep ) , employer con­
tributions for social insurance ( 6S ir) , and indirect 
bus iness  taxes :  federal excis es (6Tfe) , customs duties  ( 6Tcd) ,  
business property (6Tbp) , state sales (6Ts s ) ,  and other state 
taxes on business (6Tos). 
(18 ) Corporate Profits :  
6P* = + 0.08429  ( 6P - 6Pf ) + 1, 187, 4 38 
(0.0 4 502 ) 
This relates pro f its  ( 6P *) to total property income 
net of farm income ( 6Pf). 
(19 ) Dividends : 
6Div = + 0.26542 l\ (P*  - Tfc - Tse )  
(0.12455) 
· - 0. 01184 (P* - Tfc - Tse - Div)_1 + 286 , 79 9 
(0. 0 3548) 
Current dividends (6Div) depend on current profits after 
federal (T fc) and state  (Tse) corporate prof its taxes, and 
on last year ' s  leve l of undistributed profits. 
(20) Disposab l e  Income : 
6Y • 6W + 6Wg + (6P - 6P* )  + l\Div + 6ig + lJCu + 6Xf + �s 
+ tJCcr - 6Tfy. - 6Tsy - 6Teg - 6Top - 6S !e + 6Tref 
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Disposable inco�e is the sum of wages ,  includ ing government 
wage s (Wg) ,  noncorporate property income ( tiP - l\P* ) , d ividends , 
government interes t  payments  ( i g ) , plus transfers , less p ersonal 
taxe s : federa l ( tiT fy) , and state (l\Tsy) income , e state  and gift 
( �Teg),  other personal taxes ( 6Top) and personal contributions 
for social insurance ti S ie , al l . net of tax refunds 6Tref . 
c . · Taxes and Government Transfers 
1 .  Federal Taxes 
(21) Federal Corporate Profits Tax : 
6Tfc = + 0.3 1541 6P* - 308 , 6 65 
(0.1218 3) 
(22) Federal Personal Income Tax Receipts: 
6Tfy = + 0.1 7 1 7 6  (6W + 6Wg) - 0.04225 (6P - 6P* + 6ig) 
(0. 1 199 3) (0. 0207 3 )  
+ 2. 81521 6Div + 83 1 ,.561 
(2 . 8165 8) 
This equation relates income tax receipts in the form 
of withholding , quarterly payments on estimated tax , and 
final tax payment to the several income components. 
(23) Federal Personal Income Tax Liability: · 
[In Suits ' 19 62  econometric model of  the United States 
economy, equation ( 23)  states: ] 
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6T*fy = .10 0  (6W + 6Wg) + . 114 (6P - 6P* + 6ig) + . 154 6Div 
Tax receipts commonly exceed liability. The dif ference 
(6Tref) appears as a tax refund the following year. 
[ Suits' equat ion (23) has been disregarded entirely f or 
the purpose of constructing an econometric model for the 
South Dakota economy. Four interrelated reasons prevail for 
disregarding the equation: 
First, equation (23) exists within Suits ' United States 
model solely for the pu�pose o f  helping to approximate (Tref) 
by means o f  the de finitio n: Tfy - ·r *fy =· Tref . See Suits ' 
two statements which follow the equation presented above 
for verification o f  t'his fact. 
Second, the sunnnation of data of  feqeral and state tax 
refunds provides a much better guide for  approximating total 
6Tref than if T* fy �ere calculated solely for the purpose 
of fulf ill ing the less accurate definition Tfy - T*fy = Tref. 
Note that this means Tref is defined dif f erently in the South 
Dakota model than in the United States model. In the United 
States model Tref ref ers only to federal tax refunds. In the 
South Dakota model Tref refers to total federal and state 
tax refunds. 
Third, since 6T* fy occurs no place else in the model , 
outside of equation ( 2 3 ) , its exclusion can create no 
unexpected difficqlties. 
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Fourth, that equation ( 2 3 )  is of only secondary imp�rtance 
to the model is conf irmed by Suits' exclusion of equation (23) 
from the calculation of the model's inverse • 
. In order to avoid confusion, no renumbering of  S�its' 
equations ( 24 )  through ( 3 2 ) will take place. Eq uation ( 23 )  
will be considered t o  continue in existence a s  an empty s et. 
T his allows numbers of al l the equations of both the United 
States and South Dakota models to remain identical for 
easier reference.] 
(24 ) Federal Excise Taxes : 
6Tfe cs - 0.0059 7  M - 0.03575 tJ) + 0.00872  LlliD 
(0 . 03163) (0 . 0 71 76) (0 . 03430 )  
+ 0 . 00507 6G* - 0 . 00408 6Y + 134 , 4 25 
(0 . 0 2662 )  (0.02 586) 
(25 ) Customs Duties: 
6Tcd c 0.0 6R + 0.0 
[See chapter two for justification for assuming 6Tcd = O . ] 
2 .  State and Local  Taxes 
(26) State Corporate Income Taxes: 
6Tsc = + 0.0076 2  6P* + 6 , 78 3  
(0.00537 ) 
(27 ) State and Local Sales Taxes: 
�Tss = - 0.0029 0  (6A + till +  6ND + 6S ) + 1 , 10 2 ,038  
(0.02262) 
(28 ) Stat� and Local Personal Income Taxes : 
6Tsy = 0 . 0  ( tM + 6Wg + 6P - 6P* + 6Div + 6ig) + 0 . 0  
[See chapter two for jus_tif ication for assuming 6Tsy a O . ] 
3 .  Soc ial Insurance Programs 
(29 ) Private Employer Contributions for .Social Insurance : 
6S !r • + 144. 08086 �E + 1, 4 31, 856  
(89  . 94 7 7 7 )  
(30 ) Personal Contributions for Social Insurance : 
6 S!e c + 333.91260 � ( �E + 6Eg) - 0 . 00850 (6P 6P*) 
(19 8 . 6 7 6 62) (0 .00665 )  
+ 2, 5 59, 6 00 
( 31) Covered Unemployment : 
�Uc • +  0 .3 2484 �u - 0 . 00171 (�LF - �LF-1) - 33 
( 0. 0 7 6 38) (0.0099 6 )  
The relationship o f  unemployment covered b y  compensation 
pro grams (�Uc) to total unemployment varies with the rate of 
increase in the labor force . When the labor force i s  growin g 
rapidly ,  new entran ts , no t yet covered , make up a larger 
proportion o f  total  unemploym ent .  
(32 ) Unemployment Comperisation : 
6Xu = + 10 6 .• 2 0935 �Uc + 4 , 36 6, 777  
(2,0 6 5 . 46973) 
Summary of the S t at is t ical S ignificance  
of the Model ' s  Re gress ion  Coef f icien ts  
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In the South Dakota model, equations (5), ( 6 ) ,  ( 7 ), and ( 23), 
are exogenous equations, equations (11) , ( 13) , (15 ) ,  ( 17), and (20 ) ,  
are defini tional equations , and equations ( 2 5 )  and ( 2 8 )  are empty sets 
due to lack of data . All' remainin g equations enter into the solu tion 
of the model by means of the fo·rty-two regression coef ficien t s  th ey 
contain. Unfortunately , of the forty-two regression coef ficients 
that enter into the solution of  the model, only ten of them or 
twenty-four percent were shown to be s tatistically signif icant at the 
ten percent level of sign if icance . 
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At least two major reasons may account for the low conf idence 
that m ust be p laced in seventy-six pe�cent of the model 's regression 
coeff icients. First, da ta for all variables contained in Data Group II 
and data for variables R and S lr are in great need of improvem ent. 
Second , even if all da ta used in solving the individual equations 
are accurate , there remains the possibil ity that significan t linear 
relationships, which exist among the model ' s  variables on a nat ional 
level , may not be sign ificant on a state  level by virtue of the unique 
nature of · the Sou th Dakota economy. 
Because of the low confidence that must be placed in most - of the 
model ' s  regress ion coefficients , a major decision had to be made at 
this point in the research . Two fundamental quest ions remained 
unanswered . First , would i t  be possible to improve both the data 
and the l inear relationships of the regression equat ions in order 
to increas e the conf idence that could be placed in the model ' s  
regression coefficients. Se�ond , given that a stat istically 
unreliab le set of equations was now ava ilable ,  could the correct 
methodology of forecast calculation and policy analysis be d eciphered 
from Suits� writings . 
Time limitat ions dictated that a choice be made concerning 
which of the two quest ions be answered. The decision was made to 
answer the second question , at the exclusion of the f irst, in order 
to assure completion of the . outline of the model ' s  m e thodology. 
Guiding the decision was the awareness that the primary signi�icance 
of this first  South Dakota model lies not as much in its empirical 
results as in i ts establishing a workable methodology on which future 
research can be based . 
Chapter Summary 
Th is chapter has presented the thirty-two econometric equa tions 
that comprise the South Dakota model. Emphasis has been placed on 
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the statis tical unreliability of  seventy-six percent o f  the regression 
coefficients that enter into the solution of the model. Because of 
this unreliabili�y, time limitations dictated that a major decision 
be made to complete  research on the methodology of the model at the 
.expense of more accurate data estimates . Improvement of the data 
must be lef t  to future research . 
The next two chap ters will present the methodology and · results  
of  forecast calculation and of  policy analysis which have been 




Th is chapter presents, first , an explanation of the methodol ogy 
of forecast calculation, second, the forecast of the most recent year 
calculated, 19 69, and, third, a review of past forecasts back to 196 6 . 
Methodology of Forecast Calculation 
Simplification ·of the model is carried out as il­
lustrated [ in the schematic example presented in chapter 
one. ] Inspection shows that in equation (05) , plant and 
equipment expenditure (APE) depends only on "knmm" 
values: last year ' s  profits after taxes , and the stock 
of plant and equipment available at the beginning of the 
year. Similarly in equations (06) and (07) , hous ing 
starts (6HS) and expend iture for nonfarm res idential 
construction (6H) depend only on credit availability, 
construction costs, last year ' s  starts, and the stock 
of houses at the beginning of the year. To make a 
forecast, therefore, we use the knowns to estimate APE, 
�HS, and 6H via equations (0 5) , (0 6) , and (07) , and then 
use these values, together with the other knowns, to solve 
the [entire set of rema ining equations by matrix inversion. ] 
The inverse of the model is shown in Table [ l ] . This is 
merely an enlar ged vers ion of the little table shown 
earlier for the illustrative model of [chapter one ] ,  and 
is used in the same way. 
For example, i f  the proj ected values of the variables presented 
in Table  2,  which are the proj ections underly ing the forecast of 1969, 
are (1) inserted in the p_rojections column presented at the end of 
Table 1, (2) multiplied by the weights in the automobile column, M, 
of Table 1, and (3) summed, the result is $-3,682,662. This is the 
forecast decrease in automob ile demand shown in Table 3 in the 
second section of th is chapter. Table 3 presents the model 's 
forecast of 1969. 39 
39suits, "Forecasting ·and Analysis with an Econometric Model," 
American Economic Revi ew ,  March, 1962, pp . 122, 126. In pther words, 
as readers familiar with ' matrix algebra will recognize, the inverse 
matrix present�d in Tab le 1 is  tabulated in its transp�sed form, 
and it goes into the proj ections vector, presented at the end of 
Table 1, column by column . 
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Table 1--INVERSE MATRIX 
Equa-
t ion M tJ) AND �s  �ID 6IND AR 
no . 
01 +0.81484 +0 . 0 1 7 9 6  -0.19 116 -0 . 20349 -0 . 0 3 6 1 7  +0 . 00492  +5 . 29992  
0 2  -0 . 18467 +1 . 0179 1  -0.19065 -0. 2029 5 -0 . 03619 +0 .0049 1  +5 . 3 1895  
03 -0 . 18882 ,. +0. 0183 1 +0. 80505 -0. 20752 +o . 00 741 -0 . 02073 +S.38838  
04 -0 . 1936 7 +0.018 7 8  -0.19 9 9 5  +o. 7 8 7 15 +0.00760 +0.00515 +5 . 5 3648  
08 -0 .193 72 +0. 01879 -0 . 20000 -0.2 1290 +1 . 00760  +0. 00515 +5.534 6 2  
09 -0 . 19 372 +0. 0 18 79 -0.20000 -0 . 2 1290 +0. 007 60 +1.0051 5  +5  .53-46 2 
10 +0. 19372 -0. 0 18 79 +0. 20000 +0.2 1290 -0 . 00760 . -0 . 00515 -4. 5346 2  
11 -0 . 19 3 72  :t0 . 018 79 -0.20000 -0 . 2 1290  +0 . 007 60 +0. 0051 5  +5 . 53462  
12 -18 . 2 6 3 17 +1. 9 1 174 -20. 349 12  -21 . 6 6 167 +o. 11014 +0. 5 2399  -744.098 14 
13 +4 . 75 2 54 -0.60012 +6 . 3 8787  +6.79 990 -0.18034 -0.16449 +22 1 . 3 6 5 9 5  
14 -352 .43 872 +34 . 21498  -364 . 19385  -387.68481  +13. 82046 +9. 37806 -13 636.0078 1  
15 -0 .00188 +0.00018 -0 .00194 -0.00207 +0 . 00007 +0 . 00005 -0 .0 7 2 76 
16 -0 .01651  +0. 00160 -0.01706 -0.018 16 +0.00065 +0 . 0004 4 -0 . 6 3891  
17 +0.01651  -0 . 00160 +0. 01706 +0 . 01816 -0 . 0006 5  -0.00044 +0. 6389 1 
18 -0 . 02433 +0. 002 36  -0.02514 -0.02676 +0 . 0009 5 +o ·. 00065 -0. 94 119 
19 -o . 0 3 207 +0. 0031 1 -0.03314 -0 . 0 3 5 28  +0. 0012 6  +0. 00085 -1.24080 
20 +0.01767 -0 .00172  +0.01826  +0. 0194 3 -0. 00069 -0 . 00047 +0 . 68355  
21 +0. 00851 -0 . 00083 +0.00880 +0.00936 -0 . 00033 -0 . 00023 +0. 3 2933  
22  -0.0176 7 +0. 00172 -0 . 01826  -0.01943  +0 . 00069 +0 . 00047 -0 � 6 8 3 S 6  
24 -0 .0165 1 +0. 00160 -0.01706 -0.0 18 16 +0.00065 +0 . 00044 -0 . 63891  
25 · -o .016 51 +0.00160 -0 . 0 1706 -0.01816 +0. 00065 +0.00044 -0 . 6 3 8 91  
26  +0. 0085 1  -0. 00083 +0.00880 +0. 009 3 6  -0.0003 3 -0.0002 3 +0.3 2 93 3  
2 7  -0 . 016 51  +0.00160 . -0.01706 -0 . 018 1 6  +o. 00065 +0 . 00044 -0 . 6 389 1  
2 8  -0 .01767 +o . 00112  -0.0182 6  -0 . 01943  +0 . 00069 +0. 0004 .7 -0 . 68355  
29 -0 . 0 16 51 +0. 00160 -0.01706 -0 . 01 8 16 - +o. 0006 5 +0 . 00044 -0. 6 3 8 9 1  
30 -0.0176 7 +0. 00172 -0 . 01826 -0 . 01943 +0.000 69 +0 . 00047 -0. 6 8 3 5 5  
31 -1.70909  -0 . 2 6 1 19 +2 . 78018  +2.9 59 51 +0.08 557  -0.07159  +49 . 2 7 8 88 
32 -0.01609 . -0 . 00246 . +o . 0 2618 +0. 02786 +0. 00081 -0 . 00067 +0.4639 8  
Table 1--INVERSE MATRIX--(continued) 
Equa-
t ion h.G* h.E t.U t.w t.W lillep 6P 
no . 
01  -4. 89302 -0. 00005 +0 . 00005 -0.00000 -0.27426 -0. 04081  -4 . 55588 
02 -4.91058 -0 . 00005 +0 . 00005 -0.00000 -0. 2 7522 -0.0409 5  -4 . 54239  
03 -4.9746 9 .... -0.00005 +0 . 00005 -0.00000 -0 .2 78 77  -0 . 0414 9 -4.64 68 9  
04 -5.1114 1 -0.00005 +0.00005 -0 . 00000 -0 . 2 86 47 -0.0426 3  -4.7 6 5 64 
08 -5 . 10970 -0.00005  +0.00005  -0.00000 -0.286 34  -0.04261  -4.7 6 6 9 9  
09 -5.10970 -0 . 0000 5 +0 . 00005 -0.00000 -0 . 286 34 -0.04 261 -4. 7 6 6 9 9  
10 +5 . 10970 +0 . 00005 -0.00005 +0 . 00000 +0 . 2 8 6 3 4  +0 . 04 2 6 1  +4. 76 699 
11 -5 . 10970 . -0 . 00005 +0. 00005 -0 . 00000 -0 . 2 86 34  -0 . 04 261 -4.76 69 9  
12 +686 . 969 9 7  +1 . 00 68 7  -1.00687 +0. 0 1 5 16 +5 64 2 . 7 34 38 +5 . 7 2 9 3 3  -51 12.01563  
13 -204 . 3 70 54 -0 . 00204 +1 . 00204 -0.01 509 -283 3.69 5 5 6  -1 . 704 4 5  +26 3 2.9 6 8 51 
14 +12589 . 101 56  +0. 1258 7  -0 . 1 2 587  +1 . 0019 0  +18810 5 . 4 3 7 50 +104.99 309 -1 75738.75000 
15 +0. 0 6  7 1 8  +0. 00000 -o . o o_ooo +0. 00000 +1.00 3 7 6  +0 . 0005 6  -0. 9 3 7 77  
16 +0 . 5 89 86 +0 .00001 -0 . 0000 1 +0 . 00000 +o . 03 306  +1 . 0049 2  -0 . 4 5 3 6 2  
17 -0 . 58986  -0 . 00001 +0 . 00001 -0 . 00000 -0.03306 -0 . 0049 2  +0. 4 53 6 2  
18 +0. 86 89 3 +0. 00001 -0 . 00001 +0 . 00000 +0.04870  +o . oon s +0 . 8 0488 
19 +l . 14 5 5 3  +0 . 00001 -0 . 00001 +0 . 00000 +0 . 064 20 +0 . 00955 +1.06 109 
20 -0. 6 310 7 -0 . 00001 +0 . 00001 -0 . 00000 -0 . 03 5 36 -0.005 2 6  -0 . 5 8 4 56  
2 1  -0 . 30405  -0 . 00000 +0 . 00000 -0.00000 -0 . 01 704 -0 . 002 5 4  -0.2 8163 
. 22 +0. 6 3 108 +0 . 00001 -0 . 00001 +0 . 00000 +0 . 0 3 5 37 +0 .005 2 6  +0. 58 4 55 
24 +0. 5 8986 +0. 00001  -0 . 00001 +0. 00000 +0 . 03 306 +0 . 00492 -0.4 5 3 6 2  
25 +0. 58986 +0. 00001 -0 . 00001 +0.00000 +o . 03306 +0 . 004 92 -0 . 4 5 36 2  
26 -0 . 30405 -0 . 00000 +0 . 00000 -0.00000 -0 . 0 1 704 -0 . 002 54 -0 . 2 8 1 6 3  
27 +0. 58 986  +0. 00001 . -0 . 00001 +0 . 00000 +0 . 0 3 306  +0 . 00492 -0 .4 5362 
28 +0.6 310 7 +0 . 00001  -0 . 00001 +0 . 00000 +0.03536  +0 . 00 5 26 +0 . 5 8 4 5 6  
29 +0. 58986 +0 . 00001 -0. 00001 +0 . 00000 +0. 03 306  +0 . 004 92 -0 . 4 5362  
30 +0 . 6 3 107 +0 . 00001 -0 . 00001 +0 . 00000 +0 . 03 5 36  +0 . 0052 6  +0.584 56  
31  . -4 5 . 4 9  5 50 -0 . 00045  +0.0004 5 -0 . 00001 -2 . 54 8 6 2  -0 . 3 7 9 4 3  -42.03902  
32 -0 . 42836  -0 . 00000 +0. 00000 -0. 00000 -0. 0 2400 -0 . 0035 7 -0 . 39581 
Table 1--INVERSE MATRIX-- (cont inued) 
Equa-
tion 6P* 6Div 6.Y 6Tfc 6.Tfy 6Tfe 6Tcd 
no . 
01 -0.38402 -0.06900 -4 . 46 7 46 -0.1 2 112 -0.06509 -0 . 01375  o .o 
02 -0 . 38288  -0 . 06880 -4.45 559 -0.12076 -0. 0 6521 -0 .04 36 7  o . o 
03 -0.39169 .... -0 . 07038 -4 . 55596  :..0.12 3 54 -0.06623 +o.00086  o . o 
04 -0.401 70 -0.072 1 8  -4.67 2 8 4  -0.126 70 -0 .06802 -0 .008 1 1  o . o 
08 -0.40181  -0.072 20 -4 . 6 7 3 9 9  -0 . 1 26 7 3  -0 . 06800 -0.00810 0 .0 
09 -0. 40181 -0.072 20 -4 . 6 7 3 9 9  -0 . 1 2 6 7 3  -0 . 06800 -0.00810 o . o  
10 +0. 4018 1  +0. 07 2 20 +4.6 7 3 9 9  +0 . 1 2 6 7 3  +o.0 6800 +0 . 00810  o . o� 
11 -0.40181 -0 .07220 -4 .6 7 39 9 -0 . 1 2 6 7 3  --o . o 6soo -0 .00810 o . o  
12 -430 . 8908 7  - 7 7 . 42 329  -4 7 5. 5 58 1 1  -1 3 5.9074 7 +94 9.01025 +5.2864 7 o . o 
13 +221 . 9 3 2 39 +39 . 8 7 7 20 +14 9.284 1 9  +69. 9 9 9 76  -4 76.31836  -1 . 59646  o . o 
14 -14812 . 9 84 3 7  -2661. 6 24 2 7  -8511 . 19 14 1  -46 7 2.16 7 9 7 +31615.050 78  +9 6 . 2 5 7 6 6  o . o  
15 -0 . 0 7904 -0.01420 -0.04 5 4 2  -0 . 0249 3 +0 . 1 68 70 +0 .00051 o . o 
16 -0 . 0 3824 -0. 0068 7  -0.39879  -0 . 0 1 206  +0.00389  +0.004 5 1  o . o 
17 +0 .03824 +0. 00687  +0. 39 8 7 9 +0.01 206 -0.003 89 -0 . 004 5 1  . 0 . 0  
18 +1 . 06 7 84 +0. 19 1 8 7  -0 . 5 8 7 46 +0 . 3 3 6 81  +0 . 5 5 9 6 3  +0.00664 o . o 
19 +0. 089 44 +1.01607 -0. 7 7 4 4 7  +0.028 2 1  +2 .8 304 3  +0.008 7 6  o . o 
20 -0.04 9 2 7  -0. 00885 +0. 4 2 6 65 -0.015 54 -0.00838  -0.0048 3  o . o 
21 -0.023 74 -0 . 2 6 9 69 +0. 20556  +0 . 9 9 2 5 1  -0. 7 5 1 2 5  -0.00232 o . o 
2 2  +0.049 2 7  +0.00885  -0. 4 2665  +0 .01 5 54 +1. 008 38  +0 .004 83 o . o  
24 -0. 03824 -0 . 00 68 7  -0 . 39 8 79 -0 . 0 1 206 +0 . 00389  +1 . 004 51 o . o 
25 -0.03824  -0.0068 7  -0 . 39 8 7 9  -0 . 0 1 206 +0 . 00389 +0 .00451 +1. 00000  
26  -0.02374 -0.269 69 +0 . 205 56 -0 . 00 749 -0. 7 5 1 2 5  -0.002 3 2  0 . 0 
27 -0 . 03824  -0.00687  -0.39 8 7 9  -0 . 01 206  . +O  . 00389 +0. 004 5 1 o . o 
28  +0.0492 7 +0. 00885 · -o.42 6 6 5  +0.01 5 54 +0.00838  +0 .004 8 3  o . o  
?9 -0.0 3824 -0. 0068 7 -0. 3 9 8 7 9  -0. 01 206  +0.00389  +0.004 5 1  0 . 0  
30 +0.04 9 2 7  +0. 008 85 -0. 4 2 665  +0 . 01 5 54 +0.008 38 +0.00483  o . o  
31 -3 . 5434 7 -0. 6 3 6 69 +64 . 9 7 2 6 9  -1.1 1 76 4  -0.603 7 4  -0. 4 51 9 7 o . o 
32 -0. 03336  -0 . 00599 +o .6 1 1 74 -0 . 0 1052 -0.005 69 -0.00426 0.0 
...., 
N 
Table !--INVERSE MATRIX--(continued)  
Equa-
t ion 6T sc 6Tss  t:,.Tsy 6 Slr  ll S i e  t:,.Uc !:,.Xu 
no. 
01 -0. 00293 -0. 00127 o . o -0. 0070 5  +0. 01913 +0. 0 0002  +0. 0 0169 
02 -0. 00 292 -0. 00127 0. 0 -0. 0070 8  +0 . 0 1 896 +0. 0 0002  +0. 0 0169 
03 -0 . 00298 " -0. 00 124 o . o -0 . 0 0 7 1 7  +0. 0195 6 +0. 00002  +o  . 0 0 11 2  
04 -0. 0 0 306 -0 . 001 20  o. o -0 . 00737 +o. 0 2003  +0. 00002  +0. 00176 
08 -0. 0 0306 +0 . 00170 o _. o  -0. 0 0 736 +0. 02005  +0. 00002  +0. 00176 
09 -0. 0 0306 +0. 00 170 o . o  -0. 00736 +0 . 0 20 0 5  +0. 0 00 0 2  +0. 00 176 
10 +0. 00306 -0. 00 170 . 0 . o  +0. 0 0 7 36 -0 . 0 2005  . -0. 0 0002  -0. 0 0 176 
11 -0. 00 306 ·+0. 00 1 70 0. 0 -0. 00736 +0. 0 20 0 5  +0. 00002  +0. 0 0176 
12 -3. 2 8339 +0. 16930 o. o +14 5. 0 70 3 7  +3 7 5. 9 9 609 -0. 32707 -34 . 7 3 7 9 9  
13 +1 . 6 9 1 1 3  -0. 0 5030  o . o -0. 29440 -2 1 . 1 7 6 3 5  +o . 3 2 ·5 50 +34 . 5 7 1 55 
14 -112. 87502  +3.10 4 21 0. 0 +18 . 13 464 +14 09 . 9 1528  -0. 0 4 090 -4 .3 4 2 5 3  
15 -0. 00060 +0. 00002 0 . 0 +0. 00010 +0. 0 0 7 5 2  -0. 00000  -0. 0 0002  
16 -0. 00029 +0. 00015  o . o  +0. 0 008 5  +0. 00550  -0. 00000  -0. 00020  
17 +o . 000 29 -0. 0001 5 0. 0 -0. 0 008 5 -0. 0 0 5 5 0  +0. 0 0000  +0. 00020  
18 +0. 00814 +0. 00021  0. 0 +0. 00 1 2 5  +0. 00514 -Q. 00000  -0. 0 0030  
19 +0. 0 0068  +0 . 000 28 o . o +0. 00 165 -0. 00443  -0. 00000  -0. 0 0040  
20 -0. 00038  -0. 00016 o . o  -0. 00091 +0. 0 0244  +0. 00000  +0. 000 2 2  
21 -0. 00018  -0. 00007 0. 0 -0. 00044  +0 . 00 1 1 8  +0. 0 0000  +0. 0 0 0 1 0  
2 2  +0 . 000 3 8  +0 . 00016 0. 0 +0. 00091 -0. 0 0244 -0. 0 0000  -0. 00022  
24 -0. 00029 +0. 000 1 5  0. 0 +0. 0 008 5 +0. 0 0 5 5 0  -0. 0 0 000  -0. 0 0 02 0  
25 -0. 00029  +0. 000 1 5  0. 0 +0. 00085  +0. 0 0550  -0. 0 0000  -0. 00020  
26  +0.9998 2 -0 . 00007 0. 0 -0. 0 0044 +0. 0 0 1 18 +0. 00000  +0. 00010 
27  -0 . 00029 +1. 00014 o . o +0 . 00085  +0. 0 0 5 5 0  -0. 0 0000  -0 . 00020 
28 +0. 0 00 38 +0 . 00016 +1. 00000 +0. 0 0091 -0 . 0 0244 -0. 0 0000  -0. 0 0 0 2 2  
29 -0. 00029 +0. 00015  0. 0 +1. 0008 5· +0. 0 0 5 50 -0. 00000  -0. 0 0020  
30 +0. 00038 +0 . 00016  0 . 0 +0. 00091 +0. 997 56 -0. 0 00 00 -0. 0 00 2 2  
3 1  -0 . 0 2700 -0 . 0 10 9 3  o . o -0. 0 65 5 2  +0 . 1 7 5 36 +1. 00015  +10 6. 2 2 5 1 0  
































Table !--INVERSE MATRIX-- (continued) 
Project ions 
- 1, 750, 4 55 - 0 . 00990 A_l + 0 . 30227 6L_l - 0 . 04 14 3  fiXf - 0 . 04 14 3  tJCs 
- 2, 626, 547 + 0 . 04 4 5 6  D_l + 0 . 0793 8 6L�1 
+ 12 , 14 1 , 837 - 0 . 40627 6ND_l + 0 . 2 4978 61_1 
� 14 , 5 57 , 674 - 0 . 2 4594 6S_l + 0 . 2 2696 61_1 
+ 5 1 8 , 8 1 8  + 0 .  8 5 5 9 6  6PD + 0 . O  M-41 - 0 .  019 6 6  ID_l 
+ 1 , 9 9 1 , 2 89 - 0 . 08 4 10 IND_l 
+ 59 , 6 6 5 , 360 
. 0 . 0  + tiF + 6PE + t:iH + 6g 
- 6 5 2  
0 .0  + 6LF - 6Eo - 6Eg 
+ 70 - 0 . 00000 P*-1 
0 . 0 
+ 1 , 5 22, 507 
0 . 0  - 6Tbp - 6Tos 
+ 1 , 187 , 4 3 8  - 0 . 08429 6Pf 
+ 286 , 799 - 0 . 0li84 (P* - Tfc - Tse - Div) _l 
0 . 0 + 6Wg + 6ig + 6Xf + 6Xs + AXGr - 6Top - 6Teg + 6Tref 
- 308 , 6 6 5  
+ 831 , 5 6 1  + 0 . 17176 6Wg - 0 . 04225 big  
+ 134 , 4 25  
o .· o 
+ _6 , 783 
+ l, _102 ,03 8  
0 . 0 + 0 . 0  6Wg + 0 . 0  big 
+ 1 , 4 3 1 , 856 
+ 2 , 5 59 , 600 + 3 3 3 . 91260 6Eg 
� 33  - 0 . 00171 ( 6LF - 61F_1 ) 






Table 2--PROJECT IONS UNDERLYING FORECAST OF 19 69 
01 A_l • + 101, 3 2 0, 000 6L_1 = - 2, 870, 000 t;Af = + 15, 0 00, 0 00 
bXs = + 400, 000 
02 D_l = + 14 5, 0 10,000 6L_l = - 2, 870, 000 
03 6ND_l = + 30 , 380, 000 6L�1 = - 2, 870,000 
04 6S_l = + 31, 600, 000 61_1 = - 2 , 870,000 
05 6 (P*-1 - T fc_l - Tsc_1) = + 36, 2 51, 486 PE_1 • + 4 4 , 383, 000 
06 6 (FHA - Aaa )  = - Q. 10 H S_l = 1, 086 
07 6HS = - 300a 6HS_1 = 161 �c = + 0.0 10 
08 Af>D = + 2 , 00 0, 0 00 Af-41 = 0.0 ID_l = + 32, 9 19,000 
09 IND_l = + 17, 863, 000 
10 
11 6F = + 50,00 0 �000 6PE = + 4, 071 , 5 34 6H = - 3, 57 6, 60 7 
6g = + 500, 0 00 
12 
13 6LF = + 3, 400 6Eo = 0 6Eg = + 100 
14 P*-1 = + 2,000,000 
15 �-1 = + 2 , 782  E _l = + 187, 400 
16 
17 6Tbp  a +  2, 000 , 0 00 6Tos = + 2 00, 000 
18 6Pf = + 2 ,000, 000 
19  (P* - Tfc - Tse - Div) _1 = + 22, 1 24, 486 
20 6Wg = + 10 , 000-,000 6ig  = + 500,000 6Xf = + 15,000 , 000  













6Teg = + . 100, 000 �Tref = + 2, 000,000 
��f = + 10,000, 000 6ig = + 500,000 
6Wg O + 10, 0 00, 0 00 6ig = + 500, 0 00 
6Eg • + 100 
(6LF - 6LF�1 ) = 0 
8Equation ( 06) ,  em ploying th� proj ections listed above, 
estimates � I IS = + 167. The figure, - 30 0 , l isted above and used in 
the model , is based on both equation ( 0 6 ) ' s  est imation and the 
ant icipated effect r ising interest rates will have on res ident ial 
construction in 1969 . 
bThis equation is excluded from the South Dakota model for 
reasons presented in chapter three .  
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The Forecast of 19 69 
"The unknowns of the model are the 32 variables like automob ile 
demand , disposable income, private G [S]P , etc . that stand on the left 
side of the equations. The knowns are variables like government 
purchases from private firms, labor f?rce , household liquid assets, 
etc. that appear only on the right side of the equations , and whose 
values m ust be proj ecte� or assigned before the unknowns can be 
forecast . "  As explained in the previous section of this chapter, 
the forecast of 1969 employed the projected values shown in Table 2. 
When the projections of Table 2 are inserted in the e quations, 
(i . e . , in the proj ections column of Table 1) , the solution gives the 
outlook for 19 69 shown in Table 3. The first two columns contain 
a detailed comparison of the forecast of 19 68 with the actual values 
of 19 68. The third column contains the solutions obtained from the 
equations. These are in first differences and are expressed as 
increases over 19 68 . When the forecast increase is added to the 
actual level for 1968 the result is the forecast level of 1969 
shown in the fourth column . 4o 
4 0suits , "Forecasting and Analysis with an . Econometric Model," 
Ame·rican Economic Review, March , 19 62, pp. 118 - 120 . 
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A. 
Table 3--FORECASTS OF 1968 AND 196 9 
All da ta in constant dollars : 1958 • 100. 0 
Aggregate Demand ., 
1 .  Consumption Ex penditure 
A •  Automobiles and Parts 
D • Oth er Durables 
ND •  Nondurab les 
S • Services 
2 .  Gros s Capital ExpenditPre 
ID c Durable Goods Inventory 
IND • Nondurable Goods Inventory 
R • Imports 
3 .  Private Gross State Product 
G* • Private G SP 
Forecas t 
79, 3 75, 350 
14 7, 432,117 
6 62, 822, 865 
5 76, 880, 347  
3 3, 498,252 
18, 531, 294  
1, 553, 862, 227 
1,002, 515, 863  
196 8  
Forecas t 
Ac tual Increase 
101, 3 20, 000 -3,�82, 6 62 
145,010,000 +3, 53 3, 100  
6 8 3, 940, 000 -129, 611 · 
602, 740,000 +6, 9 72, 5 3 7  
32,919,000 +1, 587, 138 
17, 863,000 - +4 9 2, 400 
1, 222, 9 30, 318 +61, 005, 9 35 
1, 394, 2 70, 988  -1,237, 554 
196 9  
Forecast 
9 7, 63 7, 3 3 8  
148, 543,100 
6 83, 810, 389  
609, 712, 53 7  
34, 506, 138 
18, 355,400 
1,283, 9 36,253 
1, 3 9 3, 0 3 3, 4 3 4  
...., ...., 
. Table  3--FORECASTS OF 1968  AND 1 96 9-- (continued ) 
1968 1969 
Fo recas t 
Forecas t Actual Increase Forecast 
B .  Income and Employment 
E a  Private Wage � and Salary Workers 178 , 608 187 , 400  -700  186 , 70 0  
U • Unemployment 16 , 89 2  8 , 100  +4 , 000 1 2 , 100  
w • Average Annual Earnings 2 , 739 2 , 78 2  +10 2 , 7 9 2  
W = Private  Wage Bill  481 , 17 1 , 94 5  5 21 , 350 , 000 +81 , 3 74  521 , 431 ,374  
Dep a Depreciation 41 , 9 14 , 6 25 4 2 , 6 6 2 , 0 00 +1 , 512 , 26 2  44 , 17 4 , 2 62 
P • Property Income 340 , 139 , 6 63 6 88 , 6 7 5 , 000 -7 ,39 7 , 49 9  6 81 , 2 7 7 , 501  
P* m Corporate  Profits  22 , 800 , 780 53 ,000 ,000 +39 5 , 357 53 , 395 , 35 7  
Div a Dividends 9 , 749 , 2 09 14 , 1 2 7 , 000 +176 ,083 14 , 303 , 083 
Y a  Disposab le Income 1 , 023 ,366 , 1 79 1 , 350 , 39 1 , 258  +18 , 410 , 219  1 ,368 , 80 1 , 4 7 7  
c.  Truces and Government Trans fers 
l .  Federal Taxes 
Tfc • Federal -Corporate Pro f its  Tax 6 , 70 7 , 6 80 16 , 2 6 7 , 700  -183 , 9 7 4  16 , 083 , 7 26  
T fy • Federal Personal Income Tax 107 , 783 , 9 68 137 , 149 , 400  +3 ·, 3 66 , 714 140 , 516 ,114 
Tfe • Federal Excise  Tax 5 , 113 , 169 . 5 , 603 , 400 -52 , 5 58  5 , 550 , 84 2  
Ted • Cus toms Du ties 0. 0 0 0 
Table 3--FORECASTS OF 1968 AND 196 9-_ (continued) 
196 8 
Forecast 
Forecast Actual Increase 
c. Taxes and Government Transfers (continued) 
2 .  State and Local Taxes 
Tse = State Corporate Income Tax 293 , 501 480 , 814 +9 , 722  
Tss • State and Local Sales  Tax 2 7 , 198 , 3 03 26 , 5 7 1 , 6 26 +1 ,082 , 5 74 
Tsy a S tate and Local Personal 
Income Tax 0 0 0 
3 .  Social Insurance Programs 
Slr • Private  Employer Contributions 
for Soc ial Insurance 2 2, 228 , 712  24 , 6 60 ,000  +l ,'3 3 6 ,041 
S ie • P ersonal Contributions 
for Social Insurance 45 , 301, 829  48 , 440 , 000 +2 ,4 37 , 2 68 
Uc a Covered Unemployment 4, 09 7 1, 421  +1 , 211  
Xu • Unemp loyment Compensat ion 7 7 , 6 54 , 741 74 , 291 , 500 +4 , 500 ,102  
196 9  
Forecast 
490 , 536  
27, 654 , 200  
0 
25, 9 9 6,04 1 
50 , 8 77 , 268  
2 , 632 
78 , 79 1 , 602 
" 
\0 
Review of Past Forecasts 
The forecast of .. 19 69 was made before .th_ere was full knowledge 
of the true values of the pro j ections in Table 2. Thus the values 
of the variables in Table 2 which were used in the model were in , 
the fullest sense of the word , projections or estimates. In like 
manner , because the forecast o f  19 69  was made before the end of 19 69,  
·the forecast of  19 69  was , in the fullest sense of  the word , a fore­
cast or prediction. 
In contrast , the "forecasts "  of the years 1966 , 19 6 7 , and 19 68, 
were made after there was full knowledge of  the true values of the 
variables , in tables similar to Table 2 ,  which were used in  the 
model for each of the above years . Thus the values of the variables 
in Table 2 for each of the above years were not projections , but 
accurate ex post data . In like manner , because the "forecasts " of 
the above years were �de after the end of each year , the "forecasts " 
of these years , rather than being authentic forecasts or predictions , 
serve more as an ex post appraisal of the model ' s  ability to 
80 
represent the actual structure of the state ' s  economy . This ex post 
appraisal is possible because the "forecasts"  of the years 19 66 , 19 67 , 
and 19 68 , show how closely .this econometric model ' s  forecasts approach 
the true ex post values of each year if fully accurate proj ections or 
estimates of the usually inaccurately proj ected variables are pos sibl e. 
Thus , the quality of the results of the years 1966 , 1 9 67 , and 19 68 , 
provides a s tandard for the amount of confidence which might be 
placed in the forecast o f  19 6 9 , given tha t  the forecast of 1 969 used 
est imates rather than, ex pos t  dat a  for proj e�t ions . 
The "forecast " of 19 68  was presented in Table 3 in the previous 
sect ion of this chapter. The "forecasts" of 19 6 6  and 19 67 , wh ich are 
presented in Table 4 , complete th is chapter • 
. ( 
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Table 4--FORECASTS OF 1966  AND 1967 
Ex pos t data were used in calculating values of projec tions column vec tor 
for years  1966, 1967, and 196 8 .  Similar values for 1969 were es t imated . 
All data in constant dollars : 1958  = 100.0 
1966  1967  
A .  Ag�ate Demand 
1. Consumption Expenditure 
A •  Automobiles and Parts  
D a Other Durables 
ND • Nondurables 
S • Services 
2.  Gross  Cap ital Expenditure 
ID • Durable . Goods. Inventory 
IND • Nondurab le Goods Inventory 
·R • Impo rts 
3. Private Gross State Product 
G*  • Private G SP 
Forecas t  
84, 2 31, 156 
136 , 728,053 
643, 722,137 
555, 80 6, 101 
28, 7 34, 555 
16, 444, 539 
1, 173,003, 64 5 
1, 275, 778, 4 27 
Actual 
88, 6 50,000 
140,750,000 
655,070,000 
555 , 260,000 
30,069 ,000 
17, 106,000  
1,0 95,6 7 2, 9 62 
Forecas t 
90, �81,172  
148,342, 852 
6 68, 4 9 2, 232 
575,331, 2 17 
32, 588, 9 75 
17, 2 1 7, 7 25 
94 2,028, 788  
1, 372,9 76,576  1,5 67, 281, 252  
Ac tual 
84, 820, 000 
138, 780,000 
6 53, 5 60,000 
S 71,140,000 
33,4 60,000  
18, 2 9 9 , 000  




Table 4--FORECASTS OF 1966 AND 1967-- (continued ) 
· 1 966 
B. Income and Employment 
E • Private Wage and Salary Workers 
U • Unemployment 
w • Average Annual Earnings 
W • Private Wage aill 
Dep • Depreciat ion 
P • Property Income 
P* • Corporate Profits 
Div • Dividends 
Forecas t  Actual 
180 ,769  182 , 600 
10 ,531  8 , 700 
2 , 643 2 , 6 61 
4 77 , 79 1 , 783 485, 940 ,000 
39 , 3 2 1 , 403 38 , 342 ,000 
637 , 6 2 7 , 110 " 719 , 754 , 000  
44 , 2 9 6 , 6 26 50 , 602 ,000 
11 , 44 7 , 9 89 12 , 9 81 , 000  
1967 
Forecast Actual 
1 83 ,442 18 3 , 600 
8 , 158  8 ,000 
2 ,  700 , 2 , 7 44 
499 , 6 68 , 873  503 , 840 ,000 
4 1 , 4 7 0 , 8 33 4 3 , 245 ,000  
893 , 359 , 678 693 , 389 ,000 
68 ,503 , 2 83 51 , 000 , 000 
16 , 5 64 , 6 16 14 , 310 , 000 
Y • D isposable Income 1 ,25 7 , 9 39 , 708 l s 330 , 945 , 1 2 5  1 , 5 23 , 760 , 716  1 , 336 , 765 , 190  
C. Taxes and Government Transfers 
1 . Federal Taxes 
Tfc a Federal Corporate Profits Tax 
Tfy • Federal Personal Income Tax 
Tfe  • Federal Exc ise Tax 
Ted • Cus toms Duties 
14 , 75 1 , 2 20 
99 , 9 18 , 300 
6 , 5 24 , 54 5  
0 
16 , 4 76 , 300 
106 , 2 75 , 000 
5 , 57 1 , 200 
0 
21 , 59 7 , � 75  
118 , 4 78 , 2"21 
5 , 6 80 , 5 55 
0 
15 , 9 14 , 700  
11 7 , 7 7 4 , 100  




Table 4--FORECASTS OF 1 966  AND 1967-- (continued) 
1966 
Forecast Actual 
c .  Taxes and Government Trans fers (continued) -- --
2 .  State and Local Taxes 
.., 
Tse a State  Corporate Income Tax 4 9 8, 4 65 514, 628 
Tss • State and Local Sales Tax 16, 5 81, 64 7 23, 450, 455  
Tsi • State  and Local Personal 
Income Tax 0 0 
3 .  Social Insurance Programs 
Slr a Private Employer Contributions 
for Social Insvrance 16, 6 73, 150 18, 6 60, 000 
S ie  • Personal Contributions 
for Social Insurance 30, 5 9 6, 243  35, 150,000 
Uc = Covered Unemployment 2 , 0 12 1, 523 
Xu • Unemployment Compensat ion 70, 943, 267 69 ,35 5, 900 
1967 
Forecast 
642, 517  
2 4, 3 81, 40 6  
0 
19, 91 7, 362 
36,568,619  
1, 247  
74,042,081 
Actual 
49 6, 9 7 6  
2 6, 141, 62 5 
0 
21,430, 000 
4 1, 7-70,000 
1,291 




This chapter ha& presented the methodology and results of 
forecast calculation which have been established by using the 
equations con tained in chapter three . 
At least two major sources of error may explain the 
inaccuracies of this chapter 's  forecasts. First, as explained in 
chapter three, the model ' s  data and linear relationships are in 
need of more research . Second , there may be some unknown error 
in the rnethodolo�i of forecast calculation . 
The next chapter will use the results of this chapter on 




By means of a brief analysis of a few short-run policy 
multipliers , this chapter begins exploration 6f the model ' s  
implications for the economic impact which selected exogenous 
economic policies may have on the state economy. 
Unfortunately , data inadequacies and perhaps other unknown 
sources of error take their greatest toll in this final substantive 
chapter. While the methodology of this chapter is vali d , all 
empirical results of this chapter appear irrational in the light 
of current economic theory. 
The remainder of this chapter consists entirely of a para­
phrase of Suits' analysis of his 19 62 national model. 
Short-run Policy Multipliers 
Short-run multipliers for any policy variable are readily 
calculated as demonstrated in chapter one ' s  schematic example . 
Specifically , they are cal culated by inserting 1 for th e variable 
in question everywhere it app�ars in the proj ections column of 
Table 1 and then (ignoring all terms that do not contain the 
variab le in question) extending a forecast using the columns of 
< 
Table 1. 
For example, to find the multiplier on government purchases 
from private firms, set �g = + 1 everywhere it appears in the pro- . 
j ections column of Table 1. The term �g is found in  only one place: 
in row (11 ) it  is mult iplied by 1 .  To find the effect of 6g a $ 1  
on, say , private G S P  we -mult iply the weigh t  in row (11 )  of the GSP 
( �G* ) column of Table 1 by 1 :  6G* • 1 x - 5 . 10970 • - 5.10970. 
That is to say , the short -run mult iplier on government purchases 
is  about - 5 . 1  in 1969 . Simila rly the effect on , say , au tomobile 
demand is give·n by 6A = 1 x - 0.1937 2  = - 0 .1937 2 , i.e . , the 
short-run "au tomob ile dem�nd multiplier"  on government purchases 
from the private sector is - 0.193 7 2  in 1969 . 
In working ou t a policy mult iplier , care must be taken to 
include changes in all exo genous variables affected by the policy 
action . For example , an increase in government employment involves 
hiring addit ional people [ 6Eg in rows ( 13 )  and (30) ] and paying them 
wages [6Wg in rows ( 20) , ( 2 2 ) , and ( 2 8 ) ] .  At  the average annual 
real wage for federal , state , and local government employees in 
South Dakota , includ ing armed forces , of about $4 , 23 2  in 1968 , 
(1958 = 100.0 ) ,  an addition of $50 ,000 ,000 to the government wage 
bill will hire abou t 1 1 , 815 additional employees . ( In 1968 
Eg = 5 4 , 900 employees and Wg  = $ 2 3 2 , 3 50 ,000.) 
To find the multipliers on government wages , therefore , set 
�Eg = + 11 , 815 .  This gives (- 1 )  (+ 11 , 815 ) = - 1 1 , 815 in row ( 13 )  
and ( +  333 � 91260) (+ 11 , 8 15 ) = + 3 , 94 5 , 17 7  i n  row ( 30) o f  the 
proj ec tions column of Table 1. Also set 6Wg = $1  to get 1 in 
row ( 2 0 ) , + 0.1717 6 in (22 ) ,  and O in row (28) of the project ions 
column of Table 1 .  The impact of add itional · government employment 
on private GSP is then found by extend ing these figures by the 
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we ights in the corresponding rows of the GSP column : 6G* = 
(- 11, 815) (- 204. 3705�) + (+ 1) (- 0. 63107) +· (+ 0. 17176) 
(+ 0 . 63108) + ( O) (+ 0. 63107) + (+ 3,945, 177) (+ 0. 6310 i) = about 
+ 4,900,0 00. 
To f ind the effect of the action on total GSP, we must add 
the additional value added by government (i.e. , government wages 
and salarie�). Thus : Total GSP = + 4,900,000 + 1 = about 
+ 4,900,001. 
Finally, recall that government tax policy can be expre ssed 
by shifts in the equations themselves. As shown in the schematic 
exampl e in chapter one, these shift mult ipliers are equal to the 
weights found in the row of the inverse matrix that corresponds 
to the equation being shifted. Thus, it is s een that from the 
+ 0. 6 3 108 in row (22) of the GSP column that a $ 1, 000,000 upward 
shift in the f ederal personal tax function will increas e pr ivate 
GSP by $6 3 1, 080. Note again [with a summation of row (22) of the 
three federal tax columns 6Tfc, 6Tfy, 6Tfe] that an upward shift . 
of $ 1 , 000,000  in the federal income tax schedule increases 
federal tax yield by only $ 1, 0 28, 750 du e �o the decline- in 
personal income and expenditure associated with the ris e  in taxes. 4 1  
4 1suits , "Forecas ting and Analysis with an Econometric Hodel," 
American Economic Review, March,- 1962 , pp � 126 - 127 . 
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Chapter Sunnnary 
This chapter has presented the methodolog·y and result s of 
pol icy analysis which have been established us ing the result s  of 
chapter four 's  forecast calculation . 
Because most of this chapter has �onsisted of a paraphrase 
of Suits' analysis of his 1962 na tional model , there is very 
little chance that an error has been made in the methodology of  
this chapter 's  policy analysis . It is therefore assumed that the 
seemingly i rra t ional results of this chapter are due en tirely to 
the sources of error tha t contributed to the inaccurac ies of 
chapter four ' s  forecast calculation . 
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CHAPTER VI  
CONCLUSIONS , LIMITATIONS , AND NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The ·purpose of this study was to adapt and develop a methodology 
of practical statewide macroeconomic analys is that is an alternative 
to the construction of a statewide input-output econometric model . 
The study focused on three main areas: ( 1 )  presentation of an annual 
sto.chastic econometr ic niodel of the South Dakota economy which i s  an 
adaptation of Daniel B .  Su its ' 1 9 62  annual stochastic economet r ic 
model of the United States economy, ( 2 )  demonstration of the model ' s  
use as an effec�ive instrument by wh ich state economic performance 
can be forecast, and (3 ) exploration of the model·' s implications for 
the economic impact which selected exogenous economic policies may 
have on the state economy . 
Study Conclusions 
�he approx imation of the actual macroeconomic behavior of South 
Dakota ' s  complex economy by m�ans of a system of thirty-two simple 
l inear equations is  a heroic simplification . Yet, while ·the system 
of equations is small in relation to the vast structure of a theo-
retically complete analysis, it was much more elaborate than other 
contemporary economic tools which can be used on a pract ical level. 
And , i f  nothing else , an econometric model proves to be a h ighly 
sophisticated .method of ?bserving past operation of the South Dakota 
economy and of giving order and meaning to the inf_ormation obtained . 
------ - - - --
A stochastic econometr ic model , properly defined , i s  not a 
fully accurate repl ica' of the real world economy . It is, instead, 
a system of econometric equations in which each equation i s  the 
representation of its own preliminary as sumptions and theories. The 
totality of assum ptions and theories , which makes up all the eco­
nometric equations  in the model , composes a s ystem of equations which 
may be viewed conceptua�ly as one comprehensive macroeconomic theory 
( i . e . , one econometric model a one complex macro econom ic theory) . 
The fundamental procedural problem in the construct ion of a 
new and improved economic theory is the selection of assumpt ions that 
collectively approximate the real world well enough to produce an 
economic model or theory that is  s impler and more fruitful than 
previous theory. A theory is s impler if les s  knowledge is needed 
to make a pred iction with in a given field o f  phenomena , and it i s  
more fruitful if its resulting prediction i s  more prec ise , i f  it 
yields predictions within a wider area , and if it s uggests more 
additional lines for further research. 
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This study presents the first econometric model ever constructed 
o f  the South Dakota economy . By definition it therefore has replaced 
conjecture and guesswork with a macroeconomic theory. Because an 
economic theory is an economic hypothesis wh ich has been tested and 
verified to some degree by empirical induction ,  it is  of paramount 
s ignificance that the construction of this or any econometric model 
is not a completed tas k . I t  is merely the beginning of a continuing 
process in which successively more and better information m ust be 
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incorporated  in steadily improving the simple linear approximation s 
o f  the real world econ�my . The model presented here should be looked 
upon not as a perfected tool, but as a first rough approximation whose 
real  merit li�s in its unlimited potential for improvement . 
Limitations of the Study and Need for Further Research 
Assuming that no errors of calculation were· committed throughout 
the construction of the South Dakota model , the extent to which this 
model ' s  forecasts varied inordinately from the actual values of the 
variables (for those years in which the actual values were kno�) ,  
was due to a ·numb er of .lim itations of the study. 
The first maj or  qualification of the mod�l will be  discussed 
in detail.  It is  that most of the data used in constructing the model 
consist of statistical estimations rather than the summation of 
accurate accounting figures. In addition, the values of some of the 
variables are estimated for the fiscal year while the values of other 
variables are estimated for the calendar year . Since this study 
emphasized that the quality of data used in constructing a stochastic 
econometric model is one of the m o st crucial indicators of the expected 
quality of the model ' s  resul�s , the primary area for further research 
lies in the improvem ent of the statistical estima t ions of the data on 
which the model yas construc·ted. 
For all variables in Data Group II and for variables R and S ir ,  
original estimating procedures had to be created because no national 
or state source was able to provid e  official estimates •. . Spec ial 
at tention should be devoted to improving the estimated values of 
these variables because they most likely contain a substantial 
amount of error . 
Since the state of South Dakota ,  at the _ time of the writing 
of this study, has no form of macroeconomic da ta bank for use in 
economic and business research, the data es timates created in the 
writing of this study are the firs t at tempt at  constructing a set 
of  consistent macroeconomic da ta . As the weak empirical results 
of the South Dakota model s uggest, more research will  be required · 
to genera te data of sufficient accuracy to allow the model to 
become a practical economic tool . 
In order to make up the da ta  deficiencies uncovered during t he 
construction of the South Dakota model, it  is recommended that the 
following actions be taken . 
First, an .economic da t a  bank must be cons tructed for the 
·purpose of compiling and estimating economic data relevant to t he 
South Dakota economy if the methodology of econometrics is to m ake 
an effective contribu tion to the formation of state governmen t 
economic policy. 
Second, specifical ly, the Economics Department of Sou th Dakota 
State University shou ld take the initiative in developing such a 
data bank, (1) because this economet ric model of the Sou th Dakota 
economy provides the first prototype for further research, and 
(2) because the diversities of economic spec ialization inherent in 
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the Economics Depart_ment ' s  faculty provides  a most. eff ective quasi 
interd iscipl inary appr?ach for analyz ing the complex structure of 
the - South Dakota economy. 
A second major qual ification of the model is that the model ' s  
many data inaccurac ies  make it imposs ible at this time to determ ine 
whether the s ignificant l inear _relationships which were shown to 
exist in Suits' nat ional model are signif icant on the state level. 
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A th ird major q ualification of the model is that the statistical 
procedures used in constructing the model contain the ir own inherent 
techn ical lim itations wh ich have not y et b een ref ined by f urther 
research on the frontiers of th eoretical statistics. 
A fourth maj or qualif ication of the model is  that i t  is not 
a substitute for informat ion and j ud gment. It i s , instead , a 
theoretical structure that shows clearly where jud gment has to b e  
exercised and shows how to convert economic dec i s ions into economic 
policies that are cons istent internally and cons istent with the 
environmental herita ge of the economy. 
And , f inally , if errors of calculation are not as sumed out of 
co;sideration , the next mos t  important area for further research 
lies in a review and evaluat ion , in the light of more advanced 
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